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thr° Rituated on Western Hill. A deep valley intervenes, 
°ljgh which extends the old Welland ana ' b:ect of 

The need of a high level bridge has be(jn, cam- 
r°verSy for a quarter of a century, and 
ns were started at different times by pnva 
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ft P;f°Posed, is made to provide for the el.mmatio 
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By H. c. TAYLOR,
St. Catharines.City Engineer’s Office

found nearer the surface than 85 ft. There was also a 
matter of $40,000 difference between this design and 
alternative one of concrete construction. Both factors 
fmured materially in the selection of a steel structure. The 
cost of the bridge is estimated at $165,000, while the 
rioht-of-way has been purchased by the city for $55,000. 
Against this there are two grants, one from the Dominion

THE substructure is under way and tenders have been 
called for the superstructure of a steel viaduct 1,3 
ft- 3/4 inches in length to provide a e er ^ 
of communication between the business 

!be city of St. Catharines and the section known as 
. estern Hill. The only steam railway enter'ag,th,es J. 
s the Grand Trunk, and its station and freight shed
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Elevation of the Proposed Bridge.

Government amounting to $50,000 and one from the 
Grand Trunk Railway to the amount of $20,000 ; making 
a net cost to the city of $150,000. Preliminary work has 
included, in addition to the above, the cost of removing 

’ and three large houses from the site of thefour stores
north approach to the bridge. A new street will be made, 

when the structure is completed, there will be twoand,
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streets leading directly to the bridge at the north end, 
thus allowing for future extension of traffic.

Contracts are being let in three sections. The sub
structure has already been let by contract to Campbell & i
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Lattimore, Toronto. Tenders for the steel
The contract for paving, which 

will probably be of creosoted wood block, will be let 
later date.

the work in connection with the substructure con
sists of about 3,000 cubic yards of excavation, and 1,850

cubic yards of concrete in piers and abutments. There 
will also be considerable concreting in copings and parapet 
wall. About 10,240 lineal ft. of timber is being used •*’ 
piling. Other quantities of interest include 7,250 pounds 
of anchor bolts and 3,000 pounds of reinforcing steel f°t 
the piers and abutments. The contract for this work has

superstructure
close on December 8th.
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width, as shown in Fig. 5. The centre line of the bridge 
is crossed by this wall section, and a pilaster, shown in 
Fig. 6, connects a sub-section 12 ft. 3 in. in length, which 
forms the extremity of the abutment wall.

The south abutment, 24^ ft. in length, is shown in 
Fig. 7, which illustrates clearly the general features of 
its design and the proportioning of the supporting walls.

Yates^St'^ f/T^ig 1 Tt varies iÎhe'igM
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46.56 ft. long, the height decreases owing to an elevation 
of 2 ft. of the base, while the thickness of the base of the 
retaining wall decreases with the height to 6 ft. ioJ^ in. 
Wall section No. 5, which is illustrated in Fig. 6, is 54.25 
ft. long with a depression of the base to 15 ft. and a cor
responding enlargement of the base to 7 ft. 4% in. in

about $10,000 under the engineer s 
normal conditions.

been let
estimate, the latter being based

The design of the north abutment possesses 
Points of considerable interest. As shown in Hg. 5i *-be 
Wall has been divided into sections with alignments at 
angles to the centre line of the bridge. Section 1, 3° ft
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There will be seven Warren truss spans, with plate 
girders at the ends extending to the concrete approaches. 
The steel is supported on 35 concrete piers, two for each 
of 17 bents, and a single pier at the south end. Five of 
these piers are reinforced. The 8 bents on the level por
tion of the valley rest on timber piles driven to a depth 
of about 40 ft., or to a point where each pile will sustain 
a load of at least 30,000 pounds. There are 16 piles to 
each pier, the piers being 12 ft. square at the base, with 
the piles spaced 3 ft. c. to c. both ways, and 18 inches in 
from the edge, the point of cut-off being 6 inches above 
the bottom of the pier. The bents adjacent to the canal 
banks are to be sheeted with 3-inch tongued and grooved 
material, driven to a depth of at least 6 ft. below the bed 
of the canal, the sheeting to remain in place and to be 
cut off 1 ft. below water level. The 4 anchor bolts for 
each pier are to be placed by means of a templet. This 
is a part of the work that requires accuracy and careful
ness, as the steel will be ordered some time before the 
completion of the substructure.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the bridge has been designed 
for a single-track electric railway, a 30-ft. roadway, and 
two 5-ft. sidewalks. The members are designed to carry 
a 36-ton car.

It is expected that the completed structure will be 
open to traffic in the fall of 1915. Mr. W. P. Near is the 
city engineer.

Developed Subdivision of developed power, 
hydro- Electro-chemistry Motive power, 

electric
power, electro-metallurgy, 

h.p.

traction andand
Countries. lighting, 

h.p.
301,000 50.9 
268,000 49.4 
250,000 67.6
295,000 92.2
170,000 85.9

%h.p.
291,000 49.1
275.000 5°-6 
120,000 32.4
25,000 7.8
28,000 14.1

%
France . . . 592,000 
Norway . . 543,000 
Sweden. . . 370,000 
Ontario. . . 320,000 
Quebec . . . 198,000

In discussing ways and means for the advantageous 
alteration of these conditions, the author refers to the 
consumption of electricity for lighting and for traction as 
dependent on population, and notes that the consumption 
of electricity per capita for either lighting or traction is 
too small to be considered as an inducement for the ex
tensive development of our water falls. The pulp and 
paper industries are referred to as large users of power 
and in this instance Canada is not so very far behind, 
although Sweden utilizes over 120,000 h.p. in this manner- 

The author emphasizes the value of closer attention 
to electro-chemical and electro-metallurgical industries 
which would require a notable increase in the development 
of our water powers, 
industries that either on

He briefly reviews some of these 
account of the abundance of 

necessary raw materials or because of large neighboring 
markets, might be likely to prosper in this country.

Electro-chemical Industries.—The manufacture of 
calcium carbide is the oldest of these industries in Canada. 
Three plants are in operation at present, absorbing about 
14,000 h.p. and producing about 12,000 tons annually 
half of which is exported. (The world’s production in 
1913 amounted to 339,000 tons.) The Canadian Carbide 
Co., with a capital of $2,000,000, control these three 
plants, one at Thorold, Ont., of 1,000 tons capacity, one 
at Ottawa, producing over 4,000 tons, and one at Shawini- 
gan Falls, Que., supplying about 7,000 tons, annually- 

There are also the nitrogenized fertilizers all except 
process of which utilize electrical energy to combine 

directly the atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen. This com
bination gives nitric acid which in presence of water and 
air in excess is transformed immediately to nitrous and 
nitric acid and finally into nitric acid only ; this azotic >s 
either sold as such or is led over limestone, giving aS 
final product the nitrate of lime which is utilized in place 
of the Chili saltpetre or nitrate of soda for all agricultural 
uses.

FIELDS FOR THE INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF 
CANADIAN WATER POWERS.

OME very potent arguments bearing upon Canadian 
water powers and the rate at which they are being 
made of service to the country were presented at a 
meeting of the electrical section of the Canadian 

Society of Civil Engineers in Montreal, November 16th, 
1914. A paper entitled “Making Our Water Powers 
Valuable” was read by Mr. Arthur Surveyor, consulting 
engineer, Montreal. It dealt chiefly with the position 
Canada holds in respect to other countries and presented 
in their true light the possibilities which exist and the 
national asset which we have in our water falls as a 
guarantee of future industrial superiority.

The paper presents a concise history of the harness
ing of the larger and higher water falls by the modern 
turbine, in various countries, the first development of this 
sort in America being a 15,000 h.p. plant constructed at 
Niagara Falls in 1893. It alludes to the wonderful pro
gress made in the technics of hydro-electric work since 
that time, to the recent improvements in installation which 
have made possible the economical transmission of energy 
for distances of 200 miles and over, and to the improve
ment of the modern turbine whereby low head develop
ments are now commercially feasible. It compares the 
water powers of different countries and shows that 
Canada is not the wealthiest in water powers, especially 
if provinces are compared with countries of similar area, 
for example France, Austria, Sweden and Norway. The 
truth is brought out that although the available horse
power per square mile is greater in some cases, we are 
woefully behind other nations in the percentage of utiliza
tion. The following table indicates the uses made of 
hvdro-electric energy generated in Ontario, Quebec, 
France, Sweden and Norway, and shows that up to the 
present we have only progressed in the simpler applica
tions of electricity. It shows also that we have somewhat 
neglected its utilization as an electrolytic agent and as a 
heat-eenerating agent in electro-chemistry and electro
metallurgy.

s
one

“The story of the fixation of atmospheric nitroge_n 
can be summed up as follows : In 1902, the Atmospheric 
Product Company erected in Niagara Falls a trial pla°j 
for the manufacture of nitric acid by the Bradley and 
Lovejoy process. During the same year, de Kowalsky 
began in Fribourg a series of researches which were con
tinued by Moscicki and led to the erection of a trial sta
tion at Vevey, in Switzerland ; in 1903, Professor Birke' 
land, of Christiania, discovered a new process which was 
afterwards perfected by Birkeland and Eyde, and is noV 
applied on a very large scale at Notodden in Norway. 
I9°3) also, Frank and Caro made public a new meth°

different principle and giving 
calcium cyanamide as the final product. More recently’ 
Pauling and Schonnherr have taken out patents for oth® 
processes.”

Nitrate of lime has developed in production since i9f^ 
to 110,000 tons last year. For this industry alone tn 
Norwegian Nitrogen Co. have undertaken the construe 
tion of plants with the total capacity of 540,000 b-P 
Nitric acid is produced in quantities ranging from 200,°°°

of fixation based on a



° 25°)Ooo tons per year, United States producing about 
7o,ooo tons. The margin between the selling price of 
prdinary nitric acid and the cost of synthetic azotic acid 
's .large, according to Mr. Surveyer, and indicates that 
'■ is industry can afford to pay even more than the nitrate 
P ants for its electrical

Calcium cyanamide requires electrical energy in its 
Production. The world’s output in 1913 was 226,000 tons, 

he Canadian plant of the American Cyanamide Co. at 
Jagara Falls began operation in 1910 with an output of 

Io>ooo tons. The capacity has since been increased to 
24>ooo tons per year.

energy.

Flectro-metallurgy.—In dealing with the industries to 
y *ch hydro-electric power is applicable under this head- 

the writer refers to aluminum, the first metal manu- 
actured in a hydro-electric plant, as belonging to electro- 

0 emistry on account of the electrolytic method employed 
and to electric metallurgy on account of the nature of the 

He traces the growth of its manufacture and 
e enormous reduction in price per pound which it has 

Experienced. In 1912 the United States produced 18,000 
°ns of aluminum, France 13,000 tons and Canada 9,000 
°ns.. The actual capacity at present of the plants of t e 

uminum Company of America is 90,000 h.p. This com- 
Rany has recently signed a contract with the Cedars 
*aP<ds Power Manufacturing Co. for the purchase of 
°)Ooo h.p. to be used at their Massena plant on t e - • 

^awrence. The Shawinigan plant is the property of the 
°rthern Aluminum Company, and has a capacity o 

°>°oo h.p.
Nickel, zinc and copper are also referred to as 

'ncrals extracted from their ores by smelting in ® 
fectr*c furnace. There is a great field for development 

the Canadian industry with respect to them.
f The production in the electric furnace of pig 'ron’ 
£ro-silicon, ferro-titanium, and of steel is lengt 1 y con 

de red. The world’s production of pig iron by this
eth0c] wag approximately 25,000 tons in I91-- 
nsive experiments have extended over the pas 

agars »n Sweden. In Scandinavia there are 20 furnaces 
f Sorhjng over 36,000 h.p. The world s pro uc 
Corr°'Sil.icon is over 60,000 tons per year. Two. 3p ef 
q mPanies are manufacturing it, the Lake Superior 
h at Sault Ste. Marie, with an electric furnace o 5
f.;p-> and the Electric Metals Co., at Wellan J
Urnaces totalling 5,000 h.p. Ferro-titanmm wor y 

tit ln.feresting study on account of the large 
anium ore in the province of Quebec.

nacesInt the production of ele,rtric ^Th!electricfurnaœ 
. s turned out 175,000 tons in 1912. The acting's.
(A,a,So extensively used for melting steel 0 . ‘ f note 
thn!huUgh not mentioned in the paper, it is w°rthl have 

at the Moffat-Irving Steel Works, Limited, Tor°nt .’ f 
y-nace now in oration for the direct : 
tVn Castings or ingots. The furnace is CPe’ and of 300 kw. This furnace was described in

"adinn Engineer for October 23rd, I9'3-)
The different industries

several

of

erated by Mr. Surveyer 
Canada’s contribu- 

is just about
enum

approximately 1,500,000 h.p.
utilization of power

a.bsorb
t'on. to this 
3'S% of th enormous 

e total.
of ti.So1nie Foreign Opinions.—After giving a utmost S 

arge field which is open and worthy^ opinkms of 
forei„ n study. the paper reverts to 1industries
in On 0 en§lneers respecting the future f welj sifted
out anada. The existing obstacles have bee ^ winter>

1 and are, in particular, (1) The se Y

causing a low-water period ; (2) Absence of adequate 
means of transportation ; (3) Unlikelihood of enlarging 
Canadian Works around Niagara Falls, owing to move
ments on foot for conserving the beauty of the water 
power. While these criticisms are partly correct and while 
we are in a measure handicapped with economical, edu
cational and physical obstacles to a rapid development of 
our water powers, it is inspiring to note the extensive 
studies that are being made by the Department of the In
terior, Department of Public Works, Hydro-Electric 
Power Commission of Ontario, and the Quebec Streams 
Commission.

With respect to the attracting of foreign capital we 
quote the following from Mr. Surveyor’s paper :—

“It is safe to say to-day, that through the lack of
surveys, of discharge measurements and of gauge read
ings there are very few of our water falls which could be 
offered to oversea bankers. To convince these men we 
must be able to lay before their technical advisers, com
plete plans to enable them to make in their office a rough 
estimate of the first development costs ; we must, more- 

show them discharge measurements and gaugeover,
readings covering a sufficient number of years to allow 
them to calculate with accuracy not only the minimum 
power available, but also the average power on which 
they could depend. The electro-chemical and electro
metallurgical industries require energy at such moderate 

that it would be impossible in most cases to bank 
the lowest available power only. These industries 

have the help of the periodical power to lower the 
average cost of the energy utilized during the year.”

In concluding, the writer refers to the serious handi
cap which the development,of our water powers has ex
perienced owing to the difficulty of obtaining a clear title 
of ownership, and to the lack of commerciality of some 
of the clauses contained in government leases. He urges 
a separate water power policy for each province.

rates
on
must

DUSTLESS STREET CLEANING.

Canada’s climatic conditions, to a certain extent 
peculiar to herself, impose handicaps in the care of pave
ments which are hard to overcome.

The dust on business streets is the admitted cause 
of immense damage to stocks of merchandise and also is 
very disagreeable to the individual. This is especially so 
in early spring and late autumn, when the water sprinkled 
on the pavements freezes, resulting in accidents to horses 
and pedestrians.

Water used on pavements at such times is also the 
cause of serious damage to them, as it soaks into the 
crevices in the pavement, and freezing, causes the up
heaval and disintegration of the pavement. This is especi
ally noticeable along the curbs and street car lines.

Dustless street cleaners, operated on the combined 
and sweeper principle, are in use in a number of 

It is claimed that their work isvacuum . .
North American cities. . .. .
entirely satisfactory, that after cleaning, no sprinkling is 
necessary, as the dust has been thoroughly removed. The 
advantages of this system are numerous, including the 
absence of the dust nuisance, resulting in conservation of 
both health and property ; the saving of water and a large 
percentage of the cost of sprinkling ; the saving of labor 
in street cleaning, and the avoidance of damage done by 
water to pavements in frosty weather.
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PRINCIPLES COVERING DESIGN OF INBOUND 
AND OUTBOUND FREIGHT HOUSES.

A platform 8 to 10 ft. wide, along the track side of 
the house, avoids the necessity of considering the location 
of doors in spotting cars on the track next to the house, 
and also eliminates the necessity of keeping an aisle-way 
inside the house on the track side. It should be at least 
8 ft. wide, to give sufficient room for two trucks to pass.

The distance from the centre of the nearest track to 
the face of the platform or freight house should be not 
less than 5 ft. 9 in. where tracks are on tangents.

The top of rail should be 4 ft. below the floor or plat
form level at the track edge, where refrigerator cars are 
not to be handled in any quantity. With occasional re
frigerator cars, the doors can be opened before the cars 
are set.

THE economical handling of less-than-carload freight 
at terminals is a problem that is giving a great deal 
of concern. The cost of handling a ton of freight 
a mile by train is approximately known, but it is 

almost impossible to figure the cost per ton mile for truck
ing and handling of unclassified freight at the freight 
house. The cost of terminal handling in all cities is so 
great compared with the cost of moving a train or a vessel 
when started on its journey that the latter can be ignored. 
Freight house design should receive serious considera
tion. In this connection much of interest and value 
will be found in the following principles adopted this year 
by the American Railway Engineering Association and 
appearing in the recently issued supplement to the 
manual.

Where refrigerator cars are to be handled regularly, 
the height should not be more than 3 ft. 8 in., this con
forming to the recommendations of the M. C. B. Associa
tion. The alternative of spacing tracks at least 7 ft. from 
platforms is usually expensive at important terminals. 
Many roads are building cars that are lower than the 
maximum figures given above, and each road in deciding 
the height of platform above the top of rail should take 
into consideration the sizes of cars that predominate on 
its line.

1914

In outlying districts, where fire hazard is not great 
and business is not large, and the building laws will per
mit, frame freight houses having wood floors on joists, 
studding covered with wood sheathing or metal siding, 
and wood rafters and sheathing covered with appropriate 
roofing, are fairly satisfactory and cost less than any other 
type. Floor for this type should ordinarily be designed 
to carry 250 lbs. per sq. ft.

With such construction there should be ventilation 
beneath the floor, but access to the space under the house 
should be prevented to avoid the accumulation of rubbish 
and increased fire hazard.

The platform should be protected by an overhanging 
roof, not greater than the width of the platform, and at 
least 10 ft. above the platform level.

Where state laws permit, protection over the cars is 
often used. This should be at least 17 ft. above the top 
of rail and should preferably extend to within 18 in. of 
the middle of the car. This will allow walking on the top 
of cars.

But even where a frame house is to be used, it is 
better practice to use a fill between concrete foundation 
walls, eliminating some fire hazard and decreasing main
tenance charges. There should also be an overhanging roof or other 

protection on the team side to protect goods while being 
unloaded, the overhang to be at least 4 ft. and preferably 
more, 12 ft. being needed to give protection from a driv
ing rain.

Where the laws prohibit frame structures and the 
value of freight stored is considerable and it is necessary
to build freight houses of so-called fireproof material, 
floors should be placed on a fill*between foundation walls, 
and the exterior walls should be of masonry or steel frame 
covered with metal siding. Roof trusses, framing, etc., 
can be of wood, covered with appropriate roofing, but to 
provide better fire protection fireproof construction should 
be used.

Freight houses without outside platforms would seem 
desirable in some localities, especially in northern climates, 
where there is considerable snow and sleet, as these 
houses can be entirely closed, except for that part of the 
house where the freight is being received or loaded. M 
some points where ample track room is not available, the 
elimination of the outside platform gives better results- 

With this type it is necessary to leave more trucking 
space inside the house longitudinally the full length of the 
building. With the house congested with freight, it is 
difficult to keep the aisle-ways from being crowded up s° 
that it is almost impossible to get through with a truck 
that is loaded with large packages. This causes delay 
and confusion.

Fire walls of brick or other non-combustible material 
should be located so as to conform to the requirements of 
the underwriters. The strictest practice limits the 
between fire walls to 5,000 sq. ft. This especially applies 
to houses with no outside platform. In wide houses, this 
locates the walls rather close together for economical 
operation. Fire walls should in no case be more than 200 
ft. apart.

area

Doors in fire walls should be as limited in number as 
no one door opening should exceed in area 80 

sq. ft., and all should be equipped with automatic fire 
doors.

On the street side, the floor of the inbound house 
should be from 3 to 4 ft. above the street grade, depend' 
ing on the type of trucks in use. At the outbound house 
the height should not exceed 3 ft.

To assist trucks, the floor of the inbound house should 
be sloped toward the street; approximately 1 in in 8 ft-’ 
this being for the house proper. An outside platform 
the track side should slope approximately 1 in. toward tfl 
tracks for draining.

For the outbound house, the floor should slope froi11 
the street to the edge of the platform alongside of the c 
not more than i1 in. in 8 ft.

Several kinds of doors are satisfactory, county 
balance lift (either folding or not), rolling shutters a° 
parallel sliding.

It is advantageous to have as much door opening 
the team side as possible. And with all types of

possible,

Where non-fireproof construction is used in inflam
mable parts, the structure should be covered with fireproof 
material for a distance of at least 5 ft. on either side of 
the fire wall. This refers especially to overhanging roofs.

Where but a single house is needed, a width of from 
30 to 40 ft. is good practice.

When the amount of freight handled is sufficient to 
justify it, separate houses for inbound and outbound 
freight are desirable. When these are provided, the out
bound house should be narrow, not more than 30 ft. wide, 
and the inbound 40 to 70 ft. wide, it being considered ex
pensive operation where a house is in excess of 70 ft. in 
width.

cfl



fh CCPt lbe ^ast’ ad °f the house 
e space occupied by posts.

With the parallel sliding doors, not more
space can be opened up. They are satisfactory on 

the track side.

be opened except forcan

than half
°f the

Without the outside platform continuous doors should
be obtained at any pointbe used, so that an opening can 

opposite a car door.
Where an outside platform is provided, a door in each 

• paael is sufficient. Considering the average length of 
and economy in framing, 22 ft. is a good panel length.

ft is advantageous to have the floor entirely free from 
posts ; but in houses approaching 50 ft. in width the 
n§> made by using posts becomes considerable and great 

Onougb to offset the advantages due to their omission.

cars

sav-

. On account of light weight merchandise being piled 
on trucks, it is desirable to have the edge of the eaves 

east 14 ft. above the level of the driveway, where local 
conditions will permit.

As all freight trucked into the house and cars must 
TlSs through the car door, the height of the freight-house 
oor need be little greater than the car door. All doors 

h^°uld be at least 8 ft. high. On the team side a greater 
’Sht might at times be convenient.

Natural light should preferably be provided 
walls above the doors. Skylights in the roof are ex- 

nsive to maintain and ineffective, as is also glass in 
n°pies, or on any plane approaching the horizontal.

d . Artificial light is needed for operation at night and 
^ripg the late afternoon in the winter, and, wherever 

Ssible, electricity should be used, with wires run accor 
§ to the specifications of the National Board of Under- 

f,";t(:rs. One or more lines of lights should be run tie 
utl length, inside the house, and one line over outside

mutforms.

in the
si<je

along the face of theAnother circuit should be
0rm wall, parallel to the track, with outlet boxes 
4° ft. on centres, with ocket arrangement for pus

runPlatf
°ver

tfie^ '°r use *n attaching
jnrr car to provide light for loading on
£ during the winter

s on the train side is questionable.
ot 'le {yPe °f lights will depend somewhat on the height 

the ceiling. All lights should be stationary and 
b^Fated in circuits from conveniently located Pan 
tot?" The circuits should be carefully planned,

°w maximum economy in use of lights.
Pr<wXyhere wa,er pressure is available there should be 
rPor ,C f°r fighting fire, standpipes and hose rue 
,„°;e <ha« 150 ft. apart. B, patting them on the See and
lialu 3 ls they are thought to be more accessible an 
Poim t0 be biocked by freight than if located a
of 'nts> but by putting them about 40 ft- from the end
COv!ach, section, fewer hose connections are nec<rssa y . 
So f,1" <he entire station. By putting them roo ft. ■ P‘ ’ 
than hose wil1 be sufficient for each connection, ^ 
tW '. ns being somewhat inconvenient to ian A" the 
< ,s no heat in the house, the valve c<>ntro1. & and 
c°ntrr u Upp,y should be located below the ros floQr 
The 0ll,ed by a stem, with a hand wheel above t A

IO a,C" - Ï ■* should b?<S««d
-nt0 . DJe for repair o renewal. sno sewer.
A 3, h? P*t, id this in turn be cor ected ^ up t0 

- sta '-me of wrought-iron shou should be
t. above the floor, and . n,hfier-

hnen'c'd a hose rack, equipped with 50 ft- 0 2 
lr|en hose.

not

an

The nseason.

i

9Ppr

In houses where electricity is available, there should 
be over each hose rack a small red light to designate the 
location of the fire-fighting apparatus, this light to be kept 
burning at all times.

Chemical extinguishers should be provided in addition 
to the hose and standpipes. As they are put out of ser
vice by freezing, some provision should be made for re
placing them or keeping them warm. Tanks containing 
a solution of calcium chloride are used successfully.

Where a watchman is needed, a watchman’s clock 
system, with a registering clock in the freight office and 
stations located at various places throughout the freight 
houses, should be installed.

In outbound houses sufficient scales should be pro
vided so that all the freight can be weighed. From 50 to 
80 ft. apart is good practice. In inbound houses where 
little of the freight is weighed, scales should be placed at 
least one in each section. The scales should have a mini

capacity of four tons. A successful dial scale ex-mum
pedites the handling of freight. Stalls for checkers should 
be located at least one in each section. These should be 
approximately 4 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 6 in., with a shelf along 
the back and drawers beneath. Sometimes they are left 
entirely open in front, and sometimes are closed up, and 
heated, depending on local conditions. Some roads make 
their checkers’ stalls portable, so as to allow them to be 
moved in case of a special congestion of freight at certain 
points, but this is not ordinarily considered necessary.

In inbound houses a room should be provided to 
house “over, short and damaged” freight; this to be en
closed so that it can be kept locked.

In large layouts, particularly where there is consider
able transfer business, a room should be provided for 
repairing broken packages, such as crates, boxes', 
barrels, etc.

In large houses a separate office should be provided 
for the foreman. If this can be an elevated structure, it
will save floor space.

In large houses the general office for the clerks and 
the private office for the agent should be provided by a 
second story over the inbound house, and in the second 
story should also be a space for files and stationery cases, 
toilets asd locker facilities for clerks. This all should as 
far as possible be in view from the desks of I he agent or 
chief clerk. The cashier and his clerk should ordinarily 
be located on the first floor.

Where possible, it is preferable to have the clerks’ 
and agent’s offices, the toilet rooms, etc., for the freight 
handlers and draymen, the room for “over, short and 
damaged” freight, and the cooperage room for repairing 
broken packages, etc., all in one section. In the larger 
terminals provision may be wanted to care for perishable 
freight, and when it is provided, it should also be located
in this section. .

The basement should house the heating plant, with 
for coal, and is sometimes a good place for toiletsroom , ,

for the freight handlers and draymen, and for locker and
lunch rooms for the freight handlers.

Where both outbound and inbound houses are ar
ranged in the same layout, a transfer platform is usually 
included. One of the best designs for covering these plat
forms is a butterfly shed, with the posts located in the 
centre of the platform. Where this design is used, the 
platform should not be less than 12 ft. wide, to provide 

for trucks between the posts and the cars.room
For loading and unloading agricultural implements 

and other large, bulky packages, platforms should be 
built usually as extensions to the inbound and outbound 

with ramps on the ends of the platforms. Thehouses
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PRODUCER GAS PLANTS IN THE 
UNITED STATES.

total horse-power of gas-producer power pla was 
the nited States was 160,000 in iqii, of which S0.00 ^
obtained from bituminous coal, 70,000 from anthraci .^5 
10,000 from lignite. The cost of producer-gas insta < 
is about equal to that of reciprocating steam engine; ' pj? 
cost of maintenance is only about one-half, while the cc gat. 
has been shown in several cases to be 2 to 3 times as jji
The heat losses in typical steam and gas plants are g 
the following table :—

Heat lost in ashes ...
Steam plant. Gas 

2.00 1 ’
radiation and 8.6014.60cooling............

Heat lost in smoke 24.60
andradiation 4-3°friction ..........

Heat lost in exhaust
3-30

53-50 23-7°
33-5°jacket water 

auxiliaries........... 7-30
81 • 1°
,8.8»Total losses in entire plant........  95.30

Net efficiency of plant 4.70

POLES AND CROSS-TIES IN 19131

The Forestry Branch, Department of the Interior, 
has just issued a bulletin, compiled by R. G. Lewis* 
B.Sc.F., in which are tabled the purchases of poles and 
cross-ties in the Dominion during 1913. The former re
late to 424 pole purchasers consisting of 218 telephone 
companies, 155 electric light and power concerns, 29 
electric railways, 18 steam railways and 4 telegraph com
panies. For convenience the writer divides them into two 
main groups : (1) Steam railway, telegraph and telephone 
companies, and (2) electric railway, power and light con
cerns. The information relating to cross-ties is collected 
from the different railway companies of Canada, steam 
and electric, both jointly and separately. Reports were 
received from 47 steam railways and 32 electric railway5- 

In 1913 from a total of 534,592 poles, 49.4 per cent- 
were white cedar ; 27.2 per cent, red cedar ; 21.6 per cent- 
tamarack, while 1 per cent, or less of each of spruce) 
jack pine, balsam fir and white pine was recorded. O 
this amount 469,521 poles were purchased by steam r*x ' 

ways, telephone and telegraph companies, and 65,071 
electric railways, power and light companies.

Of the total 340,865 poles, or 63.8 per cent, were 
to 25 ft. in length ; 21.8 per cent, were 26 to 30 
length ; 7.1 per cent., 31 to 35 ft. ; 4.4 per cent. 36 to 4^ 
ft., and 2.9 per cent. 40 ft. or over. Of poles under -o 
ft. in length, over 97 per cent, belong to the two ceda 
species and eastern tamarack.

As against 534,592 poles purchased in 1913, the 
608,556 poles purchased in 1912. .fi

A total of 19,881,714 cross-ties were purchased 
1913 as against 21,308,571 in 1912. Of these 39-1 Pgr 
cent, were jack pine ; 12.3 per cent, white cedar ; 12.2 
cent. Douglas fir; 6.2 per cent, western larch ; 6 per cen 
hemlock; 5.7 per cent, hard pine ; 4.9 per cent, oak ,4 
per cent, tamarack, and smaller percentages of wes 
hemlock, spruce, chestnut, red cedar, red pine, beec^j 
birch, maple, elm, ash and cherry. Electric railways uS 
391,233 of these.

The average value of poles of all kinds was ^ 
each, and of cross-ties 43c. each. A total value ^ 
$1,188,331 is accorded to poles, and $8,740,849 
cross-ties. t|e$

In Canada in 1913 about 10 per cent, of the cross-Re
purchased by both classes of railways were given a P 
servative treatment to retard decay.

20
ft. in

were

$2-27
of

extension platform should be at least 8 ft. wide, and if 
possible, 16 ft. wide, especially if covered. A stub end 
track butting against a platform with a ramp is valuable.

Where no gantry crane is provided in the freight 
yard, a stiff leg or pillar crane should be provided on the 
end of the extension platform.

It is not good practice to put downspouts inside the 
house, and in placing them outside they should be pro
perly protected.

. On the team side of all freight houses a fender should 
be provided to protect the walls from the wagon wheels. 
A good type is one made up of an 8-in. by io-in. timber 
set on Brackets, with a spacer or separator to keep the 
timber approximately 2 in. away from the wall, so that 
dirt will filter through and not collect on the fender.

In large cities it is frequently advisable to build the 
inbound houses eight to ten stories high, using the ground 
floor for handling freight and the balance of the structure 
for storage, to be leased to shippers. Most of the ma
terial stored will not be affected by heat or cold, but pro
vision should be made for cold and warm storage where 
conditions warrant.

GERMAN SUBMARINES.

The enemy’s submarine is comprised of two classes. 
The Krupp submarine is of the following typical di
mensions : Length 120 ft., beam 12 ft., depth 12 ft. 6 in., 
surface displacement 225 tons, submerged 280 tons. The 
vessel has an inner and outer hull. The outer hull has 
the lines of a torpedo boat with high freeboard forward 
to give seaworthiness. The inner hull is built up of three 
circular welded sections bolted together. The space be
tween the two skins is divided up into ballast and fuel 
tanks.

Surface propulsion is effected by two sets of 4-cylinder 
vertical petrol motors developing 440 h.p. For submerged 
work two electric motors developing 250 h.p. are used. 
The conning tower contains all the devices for steering, 
submerging and working the boat. There are two tor
pedo tubes in the hull and one mounted on deck aft.

In the Lake type, heavy Diesel engines are used for 
surface work. These motors are from 200 to 220 h.p., and 
for under-water work electric motors are used. Special 
ventilating arrangements are provided. When submerged 
the vitiated air is drawn off and passed through various 
filters, oxygenated and cooled. By this means the craft 
can stay under water for twenty-four hours. The electric 
accumulator apartments are hermetically sealed to prevent 
the escape of poisonous gases. Two periscopes are car
ried, the tubes of which are 16 ft. 6 in. in length. The 
water ballast tanks can be emptied by means of com
pressed air in a very short time. The outer hull is fitted 
with shackles to facilitate salvage operations. A tele
phone wire is carried to communicate with the outside 
world, the outer end of the line being attached to a buoy 
which can be released automatically.

The later submarines of the German navy are said to 
be over 800 tons in displacement and capable of a speed 
of 16 knots on the surface, with a corresponding under
water speed of 8 knots. They are fitted with 18-in. tor
pedo tubes, submarine signalling apparatus, searchlights 
and small disappearing guns.

The city of Calgary is finding it more economical to 
shut down one of its incinerators and to operate the other 24 
hours a day, on 8-hour shifts.
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aggera 
ducting the area

. If the foundation is not good,the wall will be
in this small triangle, but if good it may be cut off.

In the two diagrams in Fig. 5, the left-hand one is 
.. calculated theoretical section in feet and decimals. 
The right-hand one is the same thing adapted to measure- 
T ts!n feet and inches for brickwork. Of the equations

16
leave

one is — for the area including

the small triangle. The lower one is the area without it. 
The'lowest number denotes the area of the figure in 

square feet.
Discussion by C. D. Norton.

A few years ago the writer was given the above 
ai formula for the design of brick retaining walls, 

the principles of which are just as applicable to those

in each case, the upper

em

pirical

1

T
II

I
-

I hf-_Jl.s
I

I
I

I-L
Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.
pent in calculation. And the earth behind the waU may 

wet clay, dry earth, loose sand, or of varjig 
,’0n> So that its weight is another un ce wall
the backing is almost always heaped up beh
S00n after it is built, and before the mortar practicai

Therefore engineers in England i;i > , average
Experience, formed a general rule based up^ Thus,

^kness compared with the height

Hrkb

Tâtai area

¥ ■<
*

In the following I have taken the.top of the wall as 
18 inches and the back of the wall is set off in steps of 
4y2 inches (Fig. 2). For an average line (dotted) for calcu
lation, the thickness of the wall at the top is taken as 
1.32 feet, this being an average line between 1 ft. 6 in. 
and 1 ft.’ ioj4 in. Then, given h for height and t for 
thickness, keeping the average thickness of the wall 1/5 
of h, the section of the wall will be as in Fig. 3.

Ordinary earth'protecled from the weather will stand 
angle of 45° or a slope of 1 : 1. It is evident, there- 
tha*t the small shaded triangle is not wanted for sup

ports the earth, and may be cut off. But, as the height 
of this triangle varies with every height of the wall, it 
would complicate the calculations I therefore take the 
height of this small triangle as % of the height of the

at an 
fore

h
constant quantity, which is a close ap

proximation and greatly simplifies the work.

wall, or — as a

An ex-

_0-3h^l6_t_------- -------- -j-

_/*3= —* *
% i\ r

6rea gl small A
\x SO

§A-t-------►
Fig. 3.

• j / jfich^s in n
J.n a wall battering yi of the height or . 1/5 of the
i°?t> the average thickness of the wa , j the wall Sht; in such case putting h for the he ,gM ^ ^
the average thickness will be hi5, afid

Cr°ss-section will be —. The section of the wall V 

a^y of the shapes shown in Fig. T> beep’ g
b'ckness fe/c.

O/tt-Oil
Fig. 4.

the average

AN EMPIRICAL FORMULA FOR THE DESIGN 
OF RETAINING WALLS.

Retaining Walls Backed With Earth to the Top of 
the Wall.

By C. P. Symonds.

RITERS about these retaining walls give formulae 
and rules requiring the weight pei oot o 
brick-work, and of the earth behind it. r 
in one district may be light, and those in another 

may be heavy ; though they may both be good, well “ai , 
and well burnt ; therefore, their weight is a doubtfu^^

W
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built of concrete or stone. The author, Mr. Symonds, 
was chief engineer of the Government Railways in Portu
gal. Later he had charge of the construction of a large

/J-

riim a

hn 5 / /7fJZ

65 90 63

Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

It will be noticed that Mr. Symonds does not take 
frost into account, possibly because in the south of Eng
land the mercury seldom falls below o° F., and then only 
for a short period ; so that the depth to get a good 
foundation is plenty deep enough to ensure against 
heaving.

Tn a small village near Toronto, the authorities re
ceived the sum of $500 to build a small retaining wall, 
which sum was hardly sufficient for one of standard de
sign ; so the wall was considerably lightened, and the 
foundation was sunk only 18 inches below ground level. 
After the wall was finished it was left for two months to 
cure, and then the backing was tamped in most carefully. 
A cross-section is shown in Fig. 11. When finished the 
amount of pressure against the back of the wall was 
almost negligible. The front of the wall was banked up 
to about 4 feet above ground level. The cost of this extra 
tamping and filling, about $10, was paid out of the road 
building fund.

The above procedure would not have been practic
able but for two things : the contractor on the job did not 
profess to be an authority on retaining walls, and the 
writer was able to be on the work all the time, and to 
see that his orders were carried out.
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to avoid the purchase of valuable land, and were not called 
upon to. carry a live load as is the case of an abutment 
for a bridge. Figs. 6 to 11 show a comparison of various 
standard types of retaining walls. Those designed by the 
above formula are the lightest, but it must be taken into 
consideration that the workmanship was of the best, and 
in the days that these were built speed was not the im
portant factor that it is to-day.

One thing to which the writer takes exception is the 
remark about placing the material behind the wall, as 
ghen suitable conditions and a fair amount of careless
ness, it is possible to wreck any wall except one designed 
to withstand hydrostatic pressure.

In a retaining wall the cheapest design is that which 
takes into consideration the placing of the backing in 
addition to the cost of the masonry. A minimum can only 
be attained by a due consideration of the material to be 
placed, and the labor and methods employed. It will be 
found in nine cases out of ten, that wrong dumping of 
material is due ito mere laziness, either mental on the 
part of the employer or bodily on the part of the laborer ; 
and it is the duty of the engineer to note these things 
and, if possible, to remedy them.

Fig. 11.

Figs. 6 to 11 show various walls ; the three railway 
walls are designed to take care of the heavy superimposed 
load due to fast-moving traffic, although Trautwine con
siders his capable of taking care of these loads also.

VANADIUM STEEL IN LOCOMOTIVES.

The extent to which vanadium steel is entering into the 
manufacture of locomotives is indicated by the following 
table, showing the vanadium parts applied to locomotives 
built or ordered in the United States from Jan., 1913, to May 
15th, 1914 :—

Name of part.
Driving axles ...............................
Main rods .....................................
Side rods ...............................
Frames...........................................
Crank pins ..................................
Piston rods ...................................
Springs (engine and tender). ..
Engine truck axles ....................
Wheels . ........................................
Tyres ...............................................
Cylinders (vanadium caSt-iron)

With the exception of wheels and tires this applies to 
power only.

No. of engines No. of P®rts 
applied- 
1,297

equipped.
476

822377
1,986
2,o54

284
993 612198

13869
366

6262
700

1,750
540260
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also the actual amount available after all the liabilities, 
bills and debts of the department were paid.

Having formulated such a system of accounting, a 
force of employees should be organized in such a manner 
that the system of accounts may be followed and in such 

also that the general idea of spending the moneya way
economically and well be firmly established.

The first idea which should lie applied in the organi
zation of a highway department is the military system ; 
that is, the department should be subdivided so that each 
part might have certain duties with a definite amount of 
money to spend. Each subdivision should report directly 
to the superior officer and through this superior officer to 
the military head. The organization should be such that 
no orders should be passed around a subordinate, but 
should rather go through a subordinate. It is quite 
necessary in dealing with a force of any magnitude that 
the rank and file should know the purpose of the organiza
tion and the wishes of the chief. In other words, the dc- 

should be imbued with the spirit and aims of 
the head, for in this way each man will work,

lines and the results

partment 
the man at
so far as is possible, along the same
gained will be more nearly uniform and standard.

An effort should be made to build up patriotism in 
the department, which should work for the betterment of 
the road system rather than for the personal benefit of 
the employees or of the political party which is responsible 
for the appointment of members of the department. A 
modified civil service system is a good thing, in that it 
makes the men more sure of their positions than under 
a political system. Such a civil service should, however, 
provide for the removal of employees by the head of the 
department without applying to any outside body, such 

State or Mun pal Civil Service Commission. I he 
whole idea of such department and the organization of 
the force, should be to secure the right men for the right 
places and keep them there while they give good service. 
There is nothing which can disorganize a department so 
much as the right of an employee to apply to some out
side body which has no knowledge of conditions and which

onlv judge of a man’s ability or his right to hold a 
position by an examination on his technical knowledge or 
ly a brief hearing. The measure of a man s value is in 
the results he gains in actual service and knowledge o 
man’s ability can only be secured by the record of m
achievements from day to day.

In the organization of a force, a chart should be pre
pared showing the connection between employees, show-

confidence in himfhavfngl mind the theory that 

™ J5V nature honest and will endeavor to do right and 
Lin cmod results if given the opportunity. Allowance 
' h Id be made for honest mistakes and a careful record 
1° of such mistakes so that a man may realize, when 
removed that the reasons for his removal are sound and 
based on’ results showing his lack of ability.

In selecting employees to deal with the public, men 
. ,r] hc sought who are tactful, intelligent and polite in

their intercourse with people. The employee should be 
instructed that at all times it is necessary for him to be 
fair and reasonable and to keep his temper. A public em- 
nlovee is a servant of the public and in his dealings with 
citizens, should realize this fact, but he should also be 
firm and not afraid to refuse an unreasonable request.

Given, then, a system of accounting in the organiza
tion the members of this organization must bear in mind 
that if they are kept informed as to the purpose of thé

can

to a man and placing
men

SYSTEM IN ROAD MANAGEMENT."

By Charles J. Bennett,
Highway Commissioner of Connecticut.

|N consideration of a topic of this character, it must be 
I realized that there are certain principles to be app ie 

in organizing or systematizing a highway departmen , 
which can be applied generally to the pro ) em 

Wierever a department of this character is to be formed. 
Further than that we cannot go. The particular methods 
01 accounting, the minutiæ, the forms, types of books, 
.Methods of reporting and recording reports are m every 
^stance a peculiar problem to be solved locally an m 

manner best fitted to give zt solution of the pecuiia 
difficulties which arise on accour/t of position and magn 
Uue of the department geographically or financia y.
. Having in mind, therefore, that the detailed phases 

"f the problem are local, there will be no endeavor in this 
Paper to outline an ideal system of accounting, r P ‘ 

nd records for a highway department, for sue a ST 
apply probably only to that particu ar epar 

1 h which the writer is more nearly familiar. 1 
,,’ however, an attempt made to show in a genera > 
^hat, in the estimation of the writer, are the broad prin-

*P es which can be applied to systematic manag 
a highway department, whether it be town, city or sta • 

the first place, it is necessary to realize that 
re tw° results to be secured :

d economical spending of
best fitted to serve

the

certaina i1) The 
am°unt of
general public, and , u „

(2) The presentation of the method o spei
to the public, so that it may be thoroughly^ 

'"med as to how its money has been appor rev0rt 
at results have been reached. Such a îecor ^ fhat 

thade to the public should be in simple languag .
‘he most uninformed may understand the results desired

n the ends achieved.

proper an 
money in the way

the

this

; Hi connect;°n with the first proposition j.e., the spemd-

. s of money to get the best results. I he nr svstem 
J *?rganizing a system of this kind is the recorders y 
du- °°kkeeping which should show at a in. xpendi- 

accounts and k«p a g
, . made for specific purposes. Such y départ-
il mVle and familiar to all the employees of “ P the 

amnt and should show graphically, at a g ourp0ses 
and°Unt the appropriations made for sPec this
mon 9 Summary of the definite projects weekjy or 

sb°uld be expended with ^e ” ‘ This in- 
forL!y expenditures for the purposes e ^ joyees and 
$u atl(>n should be available to all change in>Id be so plain as to make it possible for <.chang
fUsinCrSO-nncl of the office force wl,h°L hLuse system
ac n arising from a complicated and a )

L°unts • |
$yst In connection with this system oft£^dS'
W0rrm of reports of work necessary, cornpiled and
ent toe be done should be. immedia y may be
kentr€d in the books so that the dishuiof verbal 
Oral UP to date. There should be no poss J with- 

rs which would call for expenditures or^eTy which 
shouun accompanying written ^Lr ^ This system of 
aco„ be entered at once in the led., statement of
the fiUntS sb°tild provide also for a PCI'° which statement 
or - facial condition of the departmen , avajlable, but 

a anc© should show not only the

con-
of

Out

Road Con-
Paper read before the 4th Ameri 
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NE of the most important problems that confronts 
the survfeyor is the setting of “slope stakes, 
called cross-sectioning, from which may be de 
termined the amount of earthwork in cut or nil, 

and which mark the extreme limits of the operations ot 
the construction corps in building railways, highways, 
sewers, canals, irrigation ditches, etc.

The problem is as follows : Given the required width 
of finished roadbed or channel, with proper side, slopes 
(depending upon the kind of material) it is required 
determine where these side slopes will intersect the nature 
surface of the ground with reference to the centre line o 
the survey. The centre line is defined by stake, careful y 
aligned and levelled, and a profile of it is prepared up°^ 
which the grade line is laid down, showing the elevatio 
of the finished roadbed or channel with reference to th 
natural surface of the ground.

Let us assume the ground to be level transverse, 
the centre line. Depth of cut at centre,. 12 feet ; si 
slopes, 1 ^ feet horizontal to 1 foot vertical ; width 
cut at bottom, 20 feet. (See Fig. 1.)

o

At— 3\cA W1
'777),

I /

\
1
1

—- -

Fig. 1.

Set up the instrument in some convenient posi«j£ 
that will command a view of as much ground as possi 
Hold the rod at the centre stake and note the reading 
Suppose it to be 3.5 feet. If the ground is level, the ^ 
tance from C to B is evidently 10 ■+■ (12 x ^
feet, and the rod should again read 3.5 feet when hel 
B. The point A would be similarly found.

as shown below :
Right. Area. Cu- V 

+ 12.0

The notes would be kept 
Dis. Left. Centre.

+ 12.0
Sta.
100 + 12.05°

2828
+ 6.0 + 9.2+ 3-°101

+ 7 23.80M-5

9
+ 8.0+ 5-°+ 2.5101 5°

2213-75

J

The writer wishes to make clear again that there is 
no question in his mind that the system should be simple 

d operative rather than complicated and unwieldly. The 
simpler the method of bookkeeping, organization, report 
ing and recording, the more successful will be the results 
in spending the money economically and well and the 
more successful will be the opportunity of the official at 
the head to present his information so that it will be o 
benefit first, to the general public, and, second, to the 
profession of which he is a member.

an

CROSS-SECTIONING.

By J. A. Macdonald.

department in which they work, they should on their part, 
keep their superiors well informed of their 
ments, the amount of work done and the character and 
cost thereof. In other words, a method of reporting work 
should be established and kept which should give plainly 
and simply, all the necessary information as to the actual 
physical operations carried on by the employees. The 
local situation will govern the extent and frequency of 

h reports but they should show primarily and in a clear 
way, the work which the employee is trying to do, the 
probable cost of the work to be done before it is started, 
and from time to time the actual cost, including remarks 
as to the success or failure of any particular experiment. 
There should not be an endeavor to make complicated re
ports which should show minutiae to the point of the 
ludicrous, for a system of reporting which becomes so 
complicated that it is not simple of understanding, fails 
utterly in its purpose.

The recording of reports in connection with the ac
counting system should be made in such a manner that 
through these records the outsider, either layman or pro
fessional, may secure information as to the comparative 
cost of certain classes of work, the success or failure of 
certain types of roads and the financial value of expendi
tures for certain specific purposes. For instance, it might 
be possible to demonstrate in a certain instance, by a 
system of records that a larger first cost of construction 
would be very much more economical eventually than a 
small first cost with a corresponding large charge for 
maintenance in future years, 
should, therefore, show the ultimate result from an ex
penditure, which ultimate result should be gained from 
records made over a long term.

The above discussion has covered mainly the first 
principle which was stated, namely, the endeavor to get 
good work with the money appropriated.

A road department has, however, the duty of pre
senting its operations to the public eye, not only as re
sults on the roads themselves, but in the success or failure 
of the department as a financial proposition. This pre
sentation must be made in the form of a periodical report 
to some superior body, as the mayor of a city or the 
legislature of a State. The writer finds, in perusing many 
of the reports made, that there is an entire lack of system 
in presenting the information, and no effort made to make 
the report clear. Most reports are made in such a man
ner that an expert accountant would be needed to find out 
results gained and even then, these results would be of 
little value. The spirit shown most in reports is that they 
claim general excellence for the department and try to

are some failures

own move-

suc

The system of records

justify its continuance. Certainly there 
made by roadbuilders which should be reported for the 
good of the work. Reasons for failure should be stated, 
whether the failures be financial or physical.

It is quite possible and necessary to make an annual 
report which is readable and interesting to the layman. 
The text portion of such a report should be written in 
plain English without technical terms and with general 
results stated broadly and succinctly. Tabulation of re
cords should be made as simple as possible and the cost 
per unit should give not only definite figures, but should 
state, furthermore, just what details were included in the 
units of work done. For instance, in one locality main- 

of roads does not include the oiling of the surface,tenance
while in other reports this oiling is included which, of 
course, makes it impossible to compare the two costs, and 
for this reason, and many others, as stated above, the re
ports should show definitely what details are included 
under each heading, and the cost might be analyzed 
accordingly.
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rod at the point C, and suppose it reads 9.25 feet. If the 
ground were level through C we would have to go out to 
the right 9 + (6.25 x 1.5) = 18.4 feet to some point D. 
But there the rod reads, say, 1.5 feet, hence we know we 

out too far by 7.75 x 1.5 = 11.63 feet, bringing us 
back to some point as E, and the rod now reads, say, 3.5 
feet, so we move out again 2.0 x 1.5 = 3 feet. We

of the simplest cases that 
take the case of a line

This example illustrates one
occur in practice. Let us now -----
°cated upon the side of a hill, as in Fig. 2.

Depth to grade at centre, 6 feet ; width at bottom, 
20 feet; side slopes, i]/2 to 1. As before, hold the rod 
uP°n the ground at C and determine the height of instru
ment above C. Suppose this to be 5-5 fee*-- B *^e &roun 
were level through C it would be necessary to measure 
fe the right 10 + (6 x 1%) = 19 feet to the point D, an 
me rod should read 5.5 feet. Instead it reads, say 2.8 
eet. We know, therefore, that we have not gone ou 

far enough by (5.5 — 2.8) 1^ = 4-°5 feet> if the ground 
^ere level through the point D, bringing us to the point 

where the rod should read 2.8 feet. Suppose it ica s 
2'3 feet. We must then go out 0.75 foot farther, each 
move bringing us closer and closer to the point . 
°Peration may be repeated as often as is considéré neces 
?ary, but with a little experience in this sort of work the 
mstrurnent man can direct the rod closely enough to th 
P°mt B for all practical purposes. We then enter the 
n°fes in the second line of the record shown above.
, UPon the left of the centre, these operations 
^rsed. That is to say, we measure out 19 ee an f , 

"fead of the rod reading 5-5 feet> k reads’ ^ T £ 
£fe know then that we are out too far by 4-5 feet- 
hen move in toward the centre the required distance a 
ead fee rod again, noting how much it differs from 8.5 
***> U any, and enter the final results in the no e

1------

are

;

f Z?
i

c I
&'

s'>4

zfL A____ ! _
i

kr-- ---- *4*-----9'-----X
Fig. 3.

back and forth until we find the point B, where the> move
computed rod reading and the actual reading agree.

Sometimes it will be found that a part of the section 
is in cut and a part in fill (Fig. 6), but methods outlined 
will serve in any case.f

are re-
Cross-sectioning Irregular Sections.—The prismoids 

have straight lines joining corresponding points in the 
sections. The centre line must be straight be- 

two cross-sections. If a ridge or valley is found 
the roadbed, a cross-section must

il two cross-
S tween

lying diagonally 
be interpolated at the lowest (or highest) point of the 
profile. Therefore a “break” at any section cannot be 
said to run out at the other section on the opposite side 
of the centre. It must run out on the same side of the 
centre or possibly at the centre. Very frequently com
plicated cross-sectioning may be avoided by computing 
the volume, by some special method, of a mound or 
hollow when the ground is comparatively regular except 
for the irregularity referred to.

When the natural slope cuts the roadbed there is a 
necessity for both cut and fill at the same cross-section. 
When this occurs the cross-sections of both cut and fill 
are often so nearly triangular that they may be considered 
as such without great error, and the volumes may be 
computed separately as triangular prismoids without 

elaborate form of computation so

5 across

f
1 -r *

ia
Ia a

e I
--- /s'0

A1e 1
i 8 \

?0'-~
Fig. 2.

W

1
A third case is shown in Fig. 3> in which ', ;s 

n/Se sloPe is not uniform. The method o P1- h ]d 
aTtfame as in the other cases, but the rod should be he^
hei u pcant where the slope changes in or e out jn 
th,e,Sht above grade. Enter this and the distance out

6 third line of the

adopting the ... ,
necessary for complicated irregular sections. When the 
ground is too irregular for this the best plan is to follow

more

-- /0 ---- -xr-------
Tnotes.

WL. j he transverse section may be very - ~ several
Point ^Se lf may be necessary to takofrethe "sections with 
mn ‘ ln °rder to calculate the area of oartly in
r0 ,e exactness. At times a section wil e section.

and Partly in earth, forming a compoii gide
slon fenferial will, of course, have its own p deter- 
m; and the depth and extent of each mu.

ed by soundings. . . tj,e
methln ?ase the section is in fill lastead °es "^^xvi’ll be 
illu d ls fee same as in the preceding < ’

S rated in the following examples.
Fig. l^\ us first take a section level transversely- ^ 
abov 4‘^ In this case the finished grade is e ;t
reaJ: the Point C. Hold the rod_ at C «nd^PP^ ^ 
the r; 3. 25 feet. Since the ground is leve , g afi(] set
fee Stg,ht and left 9 + (*9 x ' ",'Yn the notebook
as bef'keS at A and B» entering the recor f t;on will 
he m e’ excePf feat the numerator of the trac

arked -— instead of 4- • r ce 0f the
gr0lln/,will next take the case where the sur the

Und has a transverse slope, as in Fig- 5-

irregular, in
s'10 • \ r a x

Fig- 4.

K &r,
5"
:8 W'
it

the uniform system. In computing the cut, as in Fig. 6, 
the left side would be as usual ; there would be a small 
centre cut and an ordinate of zero at a short distance to 
the right of the centre. The area for fill may also be com- 
puted^by a strict application of the rule.

Compound Sections.—When the cut consists partly 
of earth and partly of rock, as ' in Fig. 7, a compound 
cross-section must be made. If borings have been made 
so that the contour of the rock surface, is accurately 

then the true cross-section may be determined.

5-

known,
The rock and earth should be calculated separately, and 
this will require an accurate knowledge of where the rock



Fig. 7.
endssolids having parallel plane 

be formed byThese
of prismoids, which are 
and bounded by surfaces which may 
moving continuously along the edges of the bases, 
surfaces may also be considered as the surfaces 
by lines mov

ted

........ moving along the edges joining the correspond
points of the bases, these edges being the directrices, ^ g 
the lines being always parallel to either base, whicn 
plane director. The surfaces thus developed may or 
not be planes. The volume of such a prismoid is re ( 
determinable, while its definition is so very Se'j®ra,,tvv0 
it may be applied to very rough ground. The ^ 
plane ends” are sections perpendicular to the axis ° 
road. The roadbed and side slopes (also plane) 
three of the side surfaces. The only approximation 
in the degree of accuracy with whic the plane (or wa 
surfaces coincide with the actual urface ol the 
between these two sections. This accuracy wi c s, 
(a) on the number of points which are taken in each c 
section and the accuracy with which the lines joining 
points coincide with the actual cross-section , (b) ° s0 
skill shown in selecting places for the cross-section 
that the warped surfaces shall coincide as nearly <lS .j,

1" MrlV,me^
country, cross-sections every 100 feet, placed at 1 iethod 
stations, are sufficiently accurate, and such a m tfy 
simplifies the computations greatly; but in rough cou ^ 
cross-sections must be interpolated as the sur ,|C .;0n- 
mands. Carelessness or lack of judgment in cross-sec^ ^ 
ing will introduce errors of such magnitude that a 
finements in the computations are utterly wasted.

fora1
lies

sible with the surface of the ground.

formulas have been devise 
without the labor andproblem, and various other 

to give sufficiently close results 
time involved in the preceding.

It should be realized at the outset that the accuracy 
of the result of computations of the volume of any gne 
mass of earthwork has but little relation to the accm ac 
of the mere numerical work. The process of obtainfi1 ^ 
the volume consists of two distinct parts. In tie 
place it is assumed that the volume of the earthwork m) 
be represented by a more or less complicated geo me rJ 
form, and then, secondly, the volume of such a geometr 
form is computed. A desire for simplicity (or a tra 
willingness to accept approximate results) will often ca . 
the cross-section men to assume that the volume nu^y 
represented by a very simple geometrical form whicn 
really only a very rough approximation to the true volu • 
In such a case, it is only a waste of time to compute 
volume with minute numerical accuracy. One o t e 
lessons to be learned is that economy of time and e 
requires that the accuracy of the numerical work sho 
be kept proportional to the accuracy of the Ç1 
sectioning work, and also that the accuracy of both sho 
be proportional to the use to be made of the results.

Prismoids.—To compute the volume of earthwork, 
it is necessary to assume that it has some geometric 
whose volume is readily determinable. . The 8en . ‘ 
method is to consider the volume as consisting of a sc

Csrrth

ÆrtxrA'
Æbck

“runs out”—a difficult matter when it must be deter
mined by boring. During construction the centre part of 
the earth cut would be taken out first and the cut widened 
until a sufficient width of rock surface had been exposed 
so that the rock cut would have its proper width and side 
slopes. Then the earth slopes could be cut down at the 
proper angle. A “berm” of about three feet is usually 
left on the edges of the rock cut as a margin of safety 
against a possible sliding of the earth slopes. After the 
work is done, the amount of excavation that has been 
made is readily computable, but accurate preliminary esti-

I-------
____!&' -\-----------------R ^ D

It
XI

o

Fig. 5.

The area of the cross-section of
method

mates are difficult.
earth in the figure must be determined by a 
similar to that developed for borrow-pits.

The distance between the sections longitudinally will 
depend upon the nature of the ground. On uniformly 
sloping or level ground they may be taken ioo feet apart. 
Over uneven ground it may be necessary to take them as 
closely together as 25 feet, or even less. In the sections 
themselves, a sufficient number of rod readings should be 

of the sections may be determinedtaken that the area
with reasonable accuracy.

After the field work is completed, the notes are plot
ted, usually upon cross-section paper, and the areas de
termined either with a planimeter, by Simpson s rule, or 
some other method. These sections then divide the earth
work into a system of prismoids of which the volume

IX
x

IX
/////////ï%VÆ

1I N
I
J____i_X "EZYX

\
X
\ z

X
X

Fig. 6.

be calculated. The formula for calculating volumes 
the Prismoidal Formula, and is as follows :

must 
is known as

l
(A + 4 M + B) >

6 x 27
in which l is the length between consecutive sections ; A, 

end section ; B, the other end section, and M the sec
tion midway between the two. The result is given in
cubic yards. . . ,,

The mistake must not be made of assuming that M 
between A and B, but a theoretical section must

between those

one

is a mean
be plotted whose dimensions are a mean 
of A and B. . This often results in quite a complicated

11
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THIS question confronts every commission that has 
the building of good roads, and it would appear to 
the business man that the wisdom of having an 
engineer supervise the expenditure of large 

of money on highway construction, would not be ques
tioned any more than a railroad company would question 
the wisdom of employing an engineer to locate and super
vise the construction of a railroad.

We may, therefore, for discussion, divide this sub
ject under two general heads :

Is engineering supervision of road construction 
necessary ?

Why is an engineer better fitted to supervise road 
construction than a practical road builder who is not an 
engineer?

Engineering supervision of road construction is abso
lutely necessary and this statement is proven every day, 
positively and negatively. A layman riding over the roads 
can tell at a glance a road that has been located and built 
under the direction of an engineer. When he rides over 
a road that has been constructed along the old trail, 
located by the Indians and early settlers, without any re
gard whatever for grades and very little for drainage, he 
sees the hand marks of the commissioner, who saves his 
country the salary of an engineer, and spends it thrice 
over in useless work and expensive maintenance.

sums

Despite the fact that a majority of commissioners or 
supervisors have had no training whatever in road build
ing, they will concede to no one that they are not as well 
qualified to direct road work as any engineer they can 
employ. They will often admit that an engineer should 
locate and stake off a road, but they think his duty ends 
there. It is just as necessary that an engineer supervise 
construction work as it is that he should locate the road. 
How many commissioners can tell how much it costs to 
move a yard of earth or how much it costs to install pipe 
of various makes—how much per cubic yard their con
crete culverts are costing them? You may say we know 
how much per mile our roads are costing, why should we 
bother to know the unit cost? Why does a merchant 
keep the unit cost of his wares ? Because he desires to 
buy from the man who sells the cheapest. So, a county 
should know if its roads are costing more than they 
should.

The commissioners of a certain county in Alabama 
claimed that they were building roads as cheap or cheaper 
than any contractor could do the work. They had an 
ngineer estimate the cubic yardage of earth moved for 
certain period of time and to their surprise it was cost

ing 27^4 cents per cubic yard when the average contract 
price in Alabama for three years had been 23 cents per 

Authorities should know whether they arecubic yard.
getting value received for their money, and an official who 
overlooks such a vital question, is not true to the trust 
placed in him by the people.

Many counties are imposed on in the purchase of ma
terial and supplies and are actually paying more for such 
in large quantities than individuals have to pay for the 

in small amounts. This is usually attributed tosame

* Extracts from paper read at the Fourth American 
Road Congress, Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 9-14, 1914.

ENGINEERING SUPERVISION OF ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION.”

By W. S. Keller,
State Highway Engineer of Alabama.

I he process of cross-sectioning consists in determin- 
*ng at any place the intersection by a vertical plane of the 
prism of earth lying between the roadbed, the side slopes, 
and the natural surface. The intersection with the road
bed and side slopes gives three straight lines. The inter
section with the natural surface is in general an irregular 
line.
results are acceptable this line is assumed to be straight. 
According to the irregularity of the ground and the ac
curacy desired more and more “intermediate points” are 
taken.

On smooth regular ground or when approximate

“Setting Up” the Instrument.—In setting up the 
level to secure horizontal sights, plant the legs firmly in 
the ground at approximately equal distances apart, so as 
to make the levelling plate horizontal. The level is, with 
few exceptions, never placed in line (except when being 
adjusted under the peg method). It is usually placed in 
Some convenient spot where the greatest number of hori-

As already stated, thezontal sights' can be secured, 
tripod legs must be so placed as to make the plates hori
zontal. This will save time in bringing the bubble in its 
Proper position. Should it be required to set up the in
strument on the side of a hill, place one leg at an altilude 
and the other two in apparent line with each other, but 
"diere the tripod is adjustable the proper method is
apparent.

After the instrument is set up and levelled, focus the 
cye-piece upon the wires and focus the object-glass on the 
rod by means of the screw placed for that purpose on the 
top or side of the telescope. Care should be taken not to 
take a reading until the bubble has been carefully observed 
and brought in the exact centre of the bubble tube. When 
this is completed, sight through the telescope and note 
the rod reading or set the target rod; again look at t e 
bubble and see if it has moved away from its former posi
tion ; if not, again sight on the rod and see if t ie irst 
observation was correct. Should the intersection of the 
oross-hairs fail to coincide with the horizontal and vertical 
unes of the target or the centre of the rod, the ro man is 
to_incline the rod by the signals of the observer, until it 
coincides or is in line of collimation.

purifying paper and pulp mill waste

WATER.
that offerwaste watersA means of dealing with any . , ..

c°nsiderable difficulties in their treatment, especia . 
c°ming from paper pulp factories, depends on the use 
fixture of hydrated silica and salts of iron and alumina 
Prepared from ordinary clay by igniting it ln a v*™ . , ■
treatinff the residue with such small quantities o 
Sd ™d water that the silica is obtained in a soluble form.

be iron alwavs present in common clay ffrea . < 
clarifying, action of the soluble silica on the waste lyes,
°es the sulphate of alumina also forme . _ ,vnition of

The noveltv of the invention consists m 0ther-> clay (to destrov its organic matter) m a v" other
> it is difficult to get the silica in a soluble d
!0lPble silica is the main effective agent the iron^ sulphat

aluminum sulphate being of secondary although con

c erable importance. . „. . nrin ihsThe details of the manufacture are as follows^y^000 lb*f 
* thc ignited clay is treated with a in the
colHCentrated su,Phuric acld and 1,500 _ ' It is claimed

d With constant stirring for about one • : ight 0f
I* ^ product will clear one thousand umesjsj eig ^ 

C PUlp water sufficiently m from ten^ is co]_
Permit of its discharge into a river. 

c^°d and re-ignited for use again.
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repairing was $1.50 and cost of inspection two days at 
$3 to $6. He certainly was entitled to pay for at least 
the time consumed by himself yet it is manifestly wrong 
for such a condition to exist that cost of supervision is 
four times that of construction or repair. This worn 
have been a very small matter to an engineer who, whi e

other

either carelessness, politics, or a false idea some of the 
commissioners have as to their duty. I believe the duty 
of commissioners, in so far as road building is concerned 
(and it can equally as well be applied to other public 
matters) is to purchase with as much care and secure just 
as low prices as they would if buying for themselves as 
individuals, regardless of whether the goods purchased 
come from local or foreign merchants; of course, giving 
always the preference to local merchants, if their wares 
are as good and prices as low as those of outsiders. It 
is not the duty of road authorities to conduct county af
fairs so as to make money for individuals or to give jobs 
to political henchmen. If a competent man cannot be 
found within the borders of a county fit by experience for 
a position such as foreman, it is right and proper that a 
competent man should be secured from elsewhere.

The remedy for these ills is, unquestionably, to have 
some one in charge of road building qualified by educa
tion and training and free from political influences, who 

be held responsible for results. Very few counties 
have commissioners or supervisors who devote all of their 
time and attention to their office, and it is self-evident that 
an engineer trained in road building will get better results 
than can any set of men who give only a few days in the 
year to their public office.

As to the second division of this subject, "Why an 
engineer is better fitted to supervise the construction of 
roads than a practical road builder who is not an engineer. ’ ’ 
First, an engineer is indispensable, even though you have 
a splendid layman to supervise the work. A large per
centage of all roads to be constructed require relocation, 
profiles made, grades established and if the work is to be 
contracted, the road must be cross-sectioned and the 
yardage of excavation and embankment calculated and 
made to balance as near as possible. Such work a layman 
cannot do. Who is better fitted to supervise the con
struction of any job than the man who plans and specifies 
the work? The road supervisor is usually uneducated and 
it is practically impossible for him to correctly account 
for the expenditure of large sums of money and equally 
as impossible for him to keep cost account of his work.

This condition is usually brought about by a disposi
tion on the part of the board of supervisors or commis
sioners to economize. Unfortunately, many county com
missioners can see only the engineer’s salary to be paid 
twelve times a year and the inevitable result that there 
will be quite a decrease in the number of days they can 
legitimately demand pay for laying off and superintend
ing the building or repair of roads in their respective dis
tricts. In other words, the engineer is a usurper, taking 
away the salary of those guardians of the people’s right 
who are so anxious to save money for the people that they 

$200 per month engineer’s salary and spend $500 per 
month in doing it. So long as we elect officials because 
of their popularity rather than fitness, and pay them a 

pittance for their services, we may expect many of 
them to be incompetent and often dishonest. A foreman 
in the employ of a certain county was discharged by the 
commissioner of the district in which he had been work
ing. The commissioner gave 
that he himself could look after the teams and hands and 
thereby save the county several dollars a month. The 
foreman resented his being discharged and took upon 
himself the investigation of the commissioner’s record. 
He found that on a certain day this commissioner drove 
seven miles to a small bridge where he then and there 
made a contract with a party to repair the bridge at a 

A few davs later he went back to this

having the bridge repaired, would attend to many 
duties. of-It is almost impossible to convince many county 
ficials that an engineer can easily save his salary severa 
times over by making certain changes in location an 
grade and by economically administering the affairs o 
the county. As a general rule a county gets more in re
turn for money spent for engineering services than 0 
any other single item connected with road construction- 
A good engineer is a dividend producer for a county. ^ 
speaking along this line at the American Road Congres 
held in Atlantic City in 1912, Col. W. D. Sohier sai

"You will find if you look at any private corporation, 
that the ordinary engineering expenses for any woik 0 
the character of road building, any constructional w°r ’ 
is usually about 10 per cent., and that it is good rnone,
well spent.” . \

A highway engineer should have a good techm 
education and to be successful, he must be practical an 
he must be a diplomat. He should be sober, honest, en® 
getic and think more about the work he is trying to 
than the pay check he will receive at the end of the mon ■ 
When taking charge of a county’s road affairs he s o 
convince the commissioners that he knows more than 
do about building roads and then proceed to prove 1 
doing good work. Unless an engineer can absolutely c 
vince his Board of Commissioners that he knows his u

Trouble is often brought abou
dmg

can

ness, he had best resign.
by the engineer failing to have a thorough understan 
as to his duties. This can easily be avoided if, w'ienset; 
engineer makes a contract with a county, he clearly ^ 
forth in this contract what his duties are. If he is ° 
held responsible, and he should be, for the success o 
undertaking, he should have full power to employ . 
discharge those under him. I think this is well e*Prfway 
in Rule 2 of Rules and Regulations of the State Hign 
Department of Alabama, which reads as follows :

The functions of the Commission are judicial ^ 
those of the engineer, executive. The engineer wi ^ 
ceive and carry out the directions of the Commission 
shall, in turn, direct those under him. The engineer ^ 
have full charge of construction work, directing d 1 a„ 

Any orders the Commission wish to glV tJjC 
employee shall be given through the engineer, fln ^ 
engineer shall have the right to employ, with the con 
of the Commission, and to suspend, subject to à}scn L\\ 
without consulting the Commission. All suspensions ^^y 
be reported to the Commission for such action as 
deem necessary. ______ _ ______

The spandrel or face walls of a concrete arch 
carried up at the same time as the arch ring is laid, , j0. 
be connected with it later by leaving short lengths ot si 
jecting radiallv from the concrete of the arch. Some enfc ^ 
require that arch centering shall be lowered sufficiently apet 
the arch ring to assume its permanent set before P

and

and

its details.

save

mere

reason for dischargeas a

walls are placed. o_
The largest power transmission by means of 

cording to F. L. Morse, is one consisting of two drive ■ ;n 
of 2,500 h.p. capacity, for operating a 5,000 h.p. S^eT 0 jt 
an Idaho power plant. There are eight chains all 1 j 47 
in. wide, and of 2 in. pitch. The sprockets have 71 pec-
teeth, and are of 45-59 in. and 30.31 in. in diameter, ,3o 
tively, and each of a face of 92 in. The sprockets 
in., centre to centre, and each carries, as stated, tour 
each 21 in. wide

ac

cost of $1.50.
bridge to inspect the work he had ordered done. 1 he 
record of the Commissioners’ Court showed that cost of



I N Canada the designer of a water power development 
has before him the task of providing a means ot 
eliminating or minimizing the effect of ice upon plant 
°pei ation and power production. It is an important 

Problem even though there be no direct liability of injury 
jt> the plant equipment. Apart from trouble due to ice 
locking the water entrances, the presence of it in t e 

''‘ver may have such a marked effect upon the power pro- 
Uc*-i°n that it should never be overlooked in the study o 

a development where ice conditions in winter are hab e 
t0 obtain.

operation of a plant, an suggested methods of 
tog the difficulty, are presented by Mr. M. C. en ry, 
Ch*ef engineer for the Water Power Branch, Department 
of the Interior, in h" report on Bow River power and 
g.°rage investigation His treatment of the subject is

overcom-

n as follows :— . . ,, •_There are three kinds of ice which, owing to thei 
. eet upon the operation of water-power p ants, arc 
Merest to the engineer. These are: Board or sheet ice, 
tozil ice and anchor ice. _ .

f Sheet Ice__Sheet ice is that kind of ice whic is
'(‘n'fd upon the surface of lakes, smooth-flowing rivers
£°nds> etc. The process of formation is an interest g 

• spC’ and begins with the arrival of cold weat ter.
'Is°n advances, the water on the surface gives P 

^at by surface radiation, convection currents are set p,
. " cold surface water falls and the warmer water belo
! esi ^is in turn gives up its heat; by a cont.nuation o 

|h'l Process, the temperature of the whole body of water 
gradually lowered until it reaches 39 F., a ,

future convection ceases, and the water on the surface 
tL°?led down until freezing point, 32 _'•> * resence
of V rst indication of the formation of “ These
topidhf ■ needle-shaPed crystals on tbe finc‘„ the whole 
surf y Increase in number and size until finally e
clace is covered. This surface layer becomes more 
lyin Pact> and the ice increases in thickness, a® . 
i ng water gives up its heat by conduction thro g 
thj", i he rate of growth diminishes, howev , 

ness of the sheet increases. •
VervWhen the ice sheet is once formed, rachat
ic ry §reat extent ceases. This is ue to the fact that th
fieatSrSeldom ciear, and is generall “^^“condition's. 
If ‘ y® £|re unable to penetrate under • , . thenPenhe 1Ce was clear and solid, the heat rays codd le
? rate> and the loss of heat from the water below wou^
grow tuat a much more rapid rate, and con q

h of ice would be more rapid. immediately
abov e Pressure of any sheet ice in a n npera-
tion ratt,P°Wer plant has a beneficial effect up°^ wj]1 be 
Under ber tllan the reverse. The reason jce has
been food after the subject of frazil and ancho

n dealt with. , . „ is
Perharf32'1 *Ce—Frazil ice, knovvn also as s|a* serious 
effçctPS the 'ce formation which has e forrned
in the Upon water-power operations. It 1S.£ ‘ sw;ft or
turb.,1 °Pen channels where the current is 
toatiy^1 allow the formation of sheetCitation, conse- 
<JUenti s dependent upon disturbance or < S -n jts pro
duct;^ SYlft turbulent streams are very pro ^ which are 
dtie tr, fL 11 occurs in needles, the finene. ^ yg rapids, 
Und a. c amount of agitation. In such p a hne> but
ViLthe foot of falls, these needles are .g ,esS
topid .ease in size and thickness wher f ce.formed,
but th;nildisturbed- Frazil ice is a!^buted throughout

'ce crystals rapidly become distribute

the
the

ICE TROUBLES IN HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANTS. the whole body of water. This gives rise to the saying 
that the water is “thick, 
during a period of extreme cold, combined with great 
surface agitation, due to rapids in the river, or wind. 
The direction of the wind relative to the flow of the river 
has a varying effect on production of frazil, a wind blow
ing upstream produces more frazil than one blowing down
stream, on account of increased surface agitation.

The conditions that make for the greatest production 
of frazil ice are a dull, stormy day, with wind upstream. 
A great amount of frazil may be produced upon a clear, 
cold night with wind, but on a clear, cold day with wind 
there is not so great a quantity formed, due to the ab
sorption of heat from the sun’s rays at the water surface. 
Professor H. T. Barnes, in his book on “Ice Formation,” 
says that “a stretch of open water makes a very much 
greater quantity of ice in the form of frazil crystals than 
could he produced as a surface sheet, if the water were 
sufficiently quiet to allow such to grow.” It is this pro
duction of frazil which gives rise to so much trouble, the 
steam becoming blocked with the mass. Where an ice 
sheet exists, conditions are often aggravated, the frazil 
blocking the waterway underneath, at times causing com- 

of flow.

This condition occurs only

plete stoppage
Anchor Ice.—Anchor ice, “ground ice, the German 

name ‘Grundeis” and the French-Canadian term “mou- 
tonne” are among the many names given to this particular 
form of ice As this list of names would indicate, it has
attracted very widespread attention, and a number of

in which its formationhasten8discrssedb,,ThednamPe “anchor ice” perhaps best 

describes it, and is the one by which it is most widely
known in this country. . , . .

peculiar feature which gives it this name is the
fact that it is formed upon the bottom of the rivers or 
ctreams Many theories as to the reason of the forma- 
tion of ice upon the bottom have been advanced. That as 
set forth in a paper by Dr. Farquharson, which he pub
lished in 183s ^d 1841 is generally accepted as the cor
rect one He attributes the formation of anchor ice to 
the radiation of heat from the surface of the stream’s bed.

It is remarked that this cooling by radiation, and con
sequent formation of anchor ice, occurs only in streams 
whose beds are composed of gravel, stones and boulders, 
7. t in' clay or mud-bottomed streams ; also that the 
formation of the ice is greatest on the rocks and stones

°f d The formation of anchor ice is most rapid during a 
cold night (conditions which are favorable to rapid 

’ on a clear, cold day, the sun’s rays affect
• in fact, it is universally noted that on the 

in the morning, the ice becomes

The

clear
radiation).. 
the formation
fooTenedfoom foe bottom and rises to the surface. Its 
appearance when floating has given rise to the French- 
apP term, “moutonne,” on account of its re-
Canm 1 to the backs of white sheep.
^kphas been noted in connection with anchor ice, that 

formation does not occur under cover. A bridge span- 
lts f stream retards radiation and prevents its forma

it is seldom found where the stream is coveredning a 
tion, and
WlthThe'namesVrazi! and anchor ice are often confused 

, „„ frequently used as being interchangeable ; the 
“anchor ice” being used to designate ice found at

tached ‘ to the bottom, regardless of the method of

f0rmprofessor Barnes says that “in a shallow, smooth- 
• p- river, we are more likely to have anchor ice formed 

• TjLLs whereas in a deep and turbulent stream we 
m likely’to have more frazil. It is hardly likely, how-are
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and accentuates the variation in flow during the low-ever, that there will be a great difference in the amount 
of frazil formed in either case ; it will probably be that 
more or less anchor ice will appear in proportion.”

The Montreal Flood Commisson in their report deal 
exhaustively with the question of ice formation. The fol
lowing is an extract from that report :—

‘‘The terms ‘anchor ice’ and ‘frazil ice’ are indif
ferently applied to the same material, but the first evi
dently is most applicable to this ice when found in the 
bottom of the river. In one respect the two are identical ; 
that is, both are exclusively the production of open water. 
There is no formation of either when or where the surface 
is covered with ice, and whereas large formations of both 
take place in the beginning of winter over the vast sur
face below Lachine Rapids, the further formation of this 
ice ceases as soon, and whenever the ice-bridge is formed. 
Frazil, as distinguished from anchor ice, is formed over 
the whole unfrozen surface above and below Lachine 
Rapids, between Prescott and the tide-water and wher
ever there is a surface current or wind agitation to pre
vent the formation of bordage ice, while anchor or 
anchored ice, except in the shallowest portions of the 
current, does not appear in the deeper water until zero 
weather sets in.”

In this report the formation of anchor ice is not 
ascribed to radiation from the river bottom, but rather 
to the cooling of its surface through the contact with the 
frazil-charged water. Proceeding with the description on 
anchor «ice, the report says:—

“On the approach of mild weather, it becomes de
tached from the bottom, sometimes bringing up with it 
gravel and stones, and may be seen as a dark-colored 
mass bursting up all over the surface with considerable 
force, and with a hissing sound, which rises a-foot or 

above the surface, but falling back, shows only a

water period.
Winter Conditions as Affecting Plant Operation.—

The successful operation of a water plant in winter, on 
the rivers of Canada, depends in a large measure 
method of providing for or eliminating the ice troubles 
which are always to be met with.

In the foregoing, the conditions favorable to the f°r" 
mation of the several kinds of ice to be met with have 
been explained, also the relation of one kind of ice en
countered, to another. Of the three principal kinds, sheet 
or board ice is the least detrimental to operation ; in fact 
if board ice were the only kind to be dealt with, the 
trouble would be negligible. Where the channels are 
small, however, and where anchor and frazil have been 
formed above, great trouble may be experienced, due W 
the lodging of this frazil and loosened anchor ice, unde 
the sheet, for frazil ice, in the presence of sheet ice, a 
taches itself to the under side of the latter, and where t® 
channels are small, the whole flow of the stream may e- 

blocked, overflow will then occur and a great p1'0” 
portion of the stream flow be lost. ..

One of the best methods, however, of avoiding fmz 
and anchor ice troubles, is by obtaining a pond of sl1^ 
ficient size and depth in the immediate vicinity and aboV 
the intake of the plant, which will readily freeze ove- 
The ice sheet obtained will, to a great extent, élimina 

troubles with frazil or anchor ice.
If the entrance to the power plant is a channel t 

stricted in size, the ice sheet will be a hindrance, rat1 ^ 
than a benefit, if there is open water above. In sue 
case it is much better to be without a sheet of ice, a ^ 
instead make provision for handling the accumulation 
frazil and anchor ice in the head works. There have ® 

attempts made to deal with this problem, bu
brute force combat. ,

on the

come

any

many
generally degenerates into a
many plants provision is made for passing masses . 
frazil ice through the wheels by raising the racks m 5 
tions, currents are then induced to pass across the ^ 
of the racks, so that the floating ice, etc., may 
carried off.

more
few inches floating above it. Out of the portion above 
the surface, the water quickly drains, and it becomes 
white as snow.”

In respect to the name “anchor ice” being applied 
to frazil ice, this is due, in the case of water-power de
velopments, to the action of the frazil under certain con
ditions. Where the head-race of a development is open, 
allowing the frazil direct access to the intake without 
having to pass under an ice sheet, it practically becomes 
anchor ice, because as it comes in contact with the racks 
and intake structure it adheres to them and rapidly cuts 

Under these conditions there is no dif-

of

trouble with frazil ice is due to its freCX* w
suppb

of water. With regard to the racks, this has been usua J 
due, in a large measure, to the fact that the upper en ~e 
the bars composing them have been left protruding, a ^ 
the water for 2 or 3 feet exposed to the very cold air" 0, 
such a position these bars become chilled to the bo 
and even when only cooled to two or three one-thousafl ^ 
of a degree below freezing "point, it is sufficient to c 
the frazil ice to adhere to the bars and commence^ 
clogging process. This trouble may be eliminate ^ 
great extent by making the upper part of the ra ej, 
wood, and keeping the metal bars entirely submenu ^ 
thus preventing the conduction of heat from bars jng 
atmosphere, and the consequent cooling below tr - 
point. Besides this method of submerging the me 
the racks, schemes have been brought forward ^ (fl 
ing them, such as using hollow bars through w lC

be driven. In many plants instead of this, t ^ 
works are housed and heated, not only to.provide a to 
working room for the men fighting the ice, but a 
prevent the subcooling of the racks. One of * 1 ^ 
successful schemes has been that employed by one 
plants in Ottawa. There the tops of the bars are e tj,is 
with sheeting, steam pipes being also enclosed. 
means ice troubles have been prevented to a great gUid« 
The use of a live steam jet in the wheel case an

>0 prevent the freezing or clogging up of tn ]ar>tF- 
entrance has been quite successful in Severn V

The great
the racks and the wheels, finally stopping theon

off the water.
ference between anchor and frazil ice, once the latter has 
become attached to the structures. As a matter of fact, 
it is this action of the frazil which causes the trouble, 
directly to plant operations, as it is generally formed in 
the greatest quantity. The action of the anchor ice proper 
is to cut off the flow of water in the stream bed ; .when the 
anchor ice is floating, the conditions are improving.

Winter Conditions.—One condition which requires 
the attention of hydraulic engineers is the effect of ic.e 
upon the discharge of the river, for the formation of frazil 
and anchor ice in the bed of these rivers and streams has 
a very marked influence upon their discharge. Lying, as 
they do, at considerable elevations, the temperature ob
taining during the winter months is low and, owing to 
the steep slope of the streams, their flow is turbulent, thus 
the necessary conditions are present for the formation.of 
frazil ice. The conditions for the formation of. anchor ice 
are also good, for in many places the stream is too swift 
to allow an ice sheet to be formed. The water is clear

cloudless and cold ;

of

o1
for beat-

may

and generally shallow, the nights . _ .
in consequence anchor ice is formed in great quantities.

The’ formation of frazil and anchor ice in the moun
tain streams causes their discharge to be very fluctuating,

are

vanes



FIXED CARBON TEST.

In view of the interesting series of articles on the 
xed carbon test which The Canadian Engineer was for

tunate enough to secure, some months ago, from a 
dumber of the leading bituminous experts in the United 
tates and Canada, it is interesting to note that the City 

° Toronto has raised the limit for fixed carbon from 15/0 
!,? l8%. For several years the works department of 
r0r°nto has insisted on a low limit for fixed carbon, but 
ju the specifications issued for the supply of i9‘5 
‘‘mit is

the
18%. 

After the appearancethe its intention of making 
?n exhaustive investigation into the subject, in 01 dei to 
ave more data upon which to base their future require 

!llents in regard to this test. Pressure of other work, 
however, has prevented the department from making the 

vestigation planned ; but it was decided to raise 
nmit anyway, as there was a general feeling e 
fument that 15% was too low a limit, especially for 
?sPhalts refined from Mexican crudes. The department 
V;i]0f l‘1e opinion, however, that the fixed carbon tes 

ue> and that some limit should be imposed m 115 
ard by asphalt specifications.

BOW RIVER POWER POSSIBILITIES.

n An extremely valuable report, known as 
^ source Paper No. 2, has recently been is_sued > 
CaateJ power Branch, Department of the Interior, 

uada. It covers investigations carried ou on
ena> of the Bow River by Mr. M. C.Hendry, chjet 
j &meer in charge of surveys, under the directio fThis 
rjv ' Challies, Superintendent of Water °w • be 
inv7 ^as the first of the Rocky Mountain strej*™ ,cin„ 
and St'^ated by the Department as to its Powe‘’P . in
ApriiSt°rage Possibilities. The work was c0 advice ofP ".’ *9», and carried out with the consulting advic
con^1U.t-Co,• C. H. Mitchell, C.E., one of the 
res« lln§: ougineers to the Dominion Govern ^ study 
av; nt reP°rt covers the work for 1911-12-13»

“jg been then completed. „. i<:
vitai be conservation of the waters of the Bow ^ very

Water

feasibJlleSe ‘nv€stigations show that it is ec0 by
<7n,'° .'«Suinte ,h= flow of the "««''/J. Horse- 
stl°e p Slx Power sites, viz., Kananaski Radnor, to 
Provida S’ Bow Fort, Mission, Ghost an ^ horse- 
Power °ver 48,000 continuous 24-hour ig,8oo
wheei ha 1 within 50 miles of Calgary, as a-v ^ , a]so 
sfiows ,?rse-P°wer from the natural flow. er pur-
P°Ses , at rbe utilization of these waters consump-

ab°ve Calgary need not conflict with the con

tion of the same water below Calgary for irrigation pur
poses. On the contrary, the proposed power regulation 
would be found of distinct advantage to the extension of 
existing irrigation systems to their ultimate capacities, 
and also insure in the future the instigation of additional 
irrigation projects.

The investigation has been similar to others that have 
been carried out, or are in progress, in Canada, the 
United States and other countries. The Hydro-Electric • 
Commission of Ontario has made very extensive studies 
in this respect, on water powers in the province. There 
is a difference, however, between the two investigations, 
in that the latter has been carried on with the object of 
ascertaining what could be done in the way of power pro
duction by the Commission, whereas, the investigations 
of the Water Power Branch have been with the object 
of supplying information to the public, and procuring in
formation upon which the best administration of the 
water powers could be based. Other extensive studies 
have been those of the United States Geological Survey, 
among which might be mentioned the investigations in 
states of New York, Maine, Minnesota, and Washington.

THE VENTILATION OF RAILWAY TUNNELS.

The Committee on Roadway of the American Railway 
Engineering Association has submitted a finding to the 
effect that the most practicable, effective and economical 
artificial ventilation for tunnels carrying steam-power 
traffic is to be obtained by blowing a current of air into 

end of the tunnel for the purpose of removing, or ofone
diluting and removing, the smoke and combustion gases 
at the opposite end. As practised in America, this way 
of procuring ventilation partakes of two methods :

(a) To blow a current of air in the direction the train 
is moving and with sufficient velocity to remove the smoke 
and combustion gases ahead of the engine ;

(b) To blow a current of air against the direction of 
the tonnage train with velocity and volume sufficient to 
dilute the smoke and combustion gases to such an extent 
as not to be uncomfortable to the operating crews and to

the tunnel entirely within the minimum time limitclear
for following trains.

PRODUCTION OF STEEL DIRECT FROM ORE.

The conclusions reached in a paper by E. Humbert 
and A Hetbeg, before the Iron and Steel Institute, are : 
That the economic manufacture of steel from ore is quite 
oracticable; that the product, on account of its compara
tive freedom from hydrogen, nitrogen, and other impuri
ties is superior, especially in toughness, to steel obtained 

methods ; that the electric furnace employedby present
should be of a type permitting violent ebullition of the 
bath without overflowing ; that either charcoal, coke or 
anthracite may be used as fuel ; and that anthracite elec
trodes will probably be most economical.

Tests were made by the writers, with Swedish and 
Brazilian iron ores in a Héroult electric furnace of 6 tons 
capacity, using coke as fuel.
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ENGINEERS’ LIBRARY
be obtained through the Book Department of=

I Any book reviewed in ihese columns may ^

L-   ....... ....-............................——^
the zszz&vunderstanding between the desig 
spector. In this regard the information on comp 
elongation and reduction of area might have °raily
more attention ; for instance, beginners aren ,,glong. 
familiar with the source of empirical data

CONTENTS.
Book Reviews :

Carnegie Pocket Companion
696 tivethorough
69 6

697

697

of “Ultimate Bearing” and Bearing Value taken 
“Values below expressed in pounds per square g0” ; 
from the building ordinances from the City o 
these, of course, are safe load values jica-

Part II-, page 75, ^c., deals with 
tions. On this page the matter of needle .g not
which a new designer soon comes in contact

Wh.Sc. ........
Steam Charts. By
American^Society for Testing Materials, Year-Book, 

Edited by Edgar M^urfohn ' Coleman

F. O. Ellen wood, A.M., Am.
697

697
1914-

Percentage Trigonometry.
Fergusson, M.I.C.E.

The Calculus for Engineers.
B.Sc., and H. B. Hevwood D.Sc. .....................

Surveying Manual. By Howard Chapin Ive?
Cast Iron and Steel Pipes: Some Considerations Re-

By John Sharp, M.I., Mech. E.............. 69#

697
By E. S. Andrews,

698
698

garding.
Publications Received 
Catalogues Received menO°nepdage 94 an attempt is made to give the '^g. 

values for a number of different types of beam 
This tabulation along with those on page 190, 
considerable time for the average designer.

In the treating of cast iron columns as onpj^ 
etc., very little attention is given to the d‘fficld!y liceS - 
up a column having a considerable number, ° PflangcS; 
floor levels without causing failure at dj\ has
Combined stresses with which the ordinary ds % and 
to deal constantly, are briefly treated °.n Pr aS 
the matter of the relation of designer to mspecto 
tioned above is brought up again on page 37°-

Foundations. By Malverd A. Hoivc. C-E J^StuR; 
Civil Engineering, R se Polytech yofk’
Published by John W ev &
Canadian selling agents, Renouf ubbsn b 
Montreal. First edition, ipM- PPi;
trations ; 6x9 in.; cloth. Price $1.25 net"

sav<BOOK REVIEWS. etc.

Issued by the Carnegie 
Bound in flexible

232’Carnegie Pocket Companion.
Steel Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
morocco. . „ , .

This is the sixteenth edition of the Carnegie oci Common, which has been rewritten -d reset through
out The date of the last edition was 1903- Sin.œ
Hme the art of bridge and building construction has
changed a great deal, while the use of steel has extende 
into other lines than those covered by the previous edition 
In the present publication obsolete forms of construction 

eliminated, and the information tabulated is brough
the present date and present-day practice.

0^

are
O»up to

Steel Construction-A Text and Reference Book Covering 
the Design of Steel Framework for Buildings. _ By 
Henry Tackson Burt, C.E. Published by American 
technical Society, Chicago, 1914. 

fusely illustrated; 4* *7
Price $2-75- Reviewed by A. E. Daviso , . ^ ,
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario.

As mentioned in the introduction and largely-reç*ded 
part T “This book is intended to give its

SHkSsptS?
bo.i

intelligently. Referring to page 38 ^.ion is

33SÆ
considerable^ .0 be

. determined elsewhere by the student.

•nClU<r
a text book on ordinary foundations,^^ 

ing a brief description of the methods used lo ^ 
foundation work. The fundamental P^^ UPary 
proper design is based are stated in an elem er 0 
Separate treatment is given to the foundati ^P s£tedj 
to the footing courses of walls and columns. A^ ^ 
the preface, many books do not show < 
division between the two.

The work is divided into

This is a

chapters, aS ^0iu

Supporting capacity of soils ; w 1 footings an^ 
footings ; piles and pile foundations , ch ®ney i0yej \i 
bridee piers and abutments; and, methods emp ;th 
difficult foundations. The book is concluded ^ * 
appendix devoted to formulas and nomencl ^ oj 
ceedingly useful addition to each chapter to
carefull/selected set of references about 
chapter. These refer chiefly to ar.tlC!eS ^ hstudy- 
in the technical press on the subjects un ^ a te „

The book will be found exceedingly use!
Its illustrations refer to actual structures, ’;tself> „f 
it contains little descriptive matter in the t 
references provide the student with a valuabl
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information for the details of any portion to which e y 
■desire to give further study.
Rapid Earthwork Calculation. By C. E. Housden. Pub 

lished by Longmans, Green & Co., London, 
edition, 1914. 31 PP-1 illustrated, size 4/4
in. ; limp cloth. Price 5oc* net*

The author of this book has published ^
volumes on earthwork, water supply, drainage, ■ ? ’
€tc-, that have been found most usefu y e ‘ these 
man in the solution of every-day problems in 
branches of engineering. The present work will be found 
of similar service, as a number-of improvements in earth 
work calculation are found embodied m «•

In his preface the writer states, “With so many 
tables already in existence for a similar PurP°-’nerfluous • 
may at first sight appear unnecessary and P ”^ °ties 
actual trial will, however, prove that earthwork quanUbes
can be estimated from them, as wi m P ’>> 
quickly and with less labor than in any o ‘The tables give thee"d "r«asmiq«adrek«‘»fabddc(1
and cut sections for their side slopes < , .y r
together, for values of 1, 2, 3» 3A>^ framed
6, 7, 8. The text explains how the tables are
and their application. I

Engineering Problems, Part I. ^1, Pubi;shing 
Wh.Sc. Published by the Tech" « well
Co., London. First edition, 1 4" p - 7rC. net.
illustrated; size 5 x7 i=. ! cloth Price _75=. ^

The author gives a collection_ ^“^calculations in 
data on which are based the mor 1 . takes up the
some phases of engineering ™0.rk; ,, ed by questions
Pening pages of the text, and is of these rules,
nd answers illustrating the apphc lassificat;on under 

etc., to practical cases. No metho . attempted by 
different branches of engineering < have been en-
fhe author, and several branches ?ppe. ver some very 
hrely ignored. The volume contains,. ^ .fi bridge 
mteresting problems in machine - » an isolated 
Work, while occasionally one encou eta;ning wall, 
Problem, such as earth pressure on Spar, etc-
ealorific value of petrol, strength o tj,e subject
®ne finds it necessary to state, howex , the title
matter of the book is hardly commensura
chosen for it.
Steam Charts. By F. O. Ellenwood A.M. Am.^oc.y

Professor at Cornell Universi y. d;an selling
Wiley and Sons, New York Uontreal. First 
agents, Renouf Publishing ■ > ,. 7i/xioin. ;
edition’, ,9,4. 9i PP-Î .lllu?hvA S L. Barnes, 
cloth. Price $1.00. Reviewed by ^ Ontario- 
Hydro-Electric Power Comm • - ^ .g fre.

The title of this book is better ^ ° t;on as to what 
quently the case, for it gives a rea 1 r steam charts, 
he book is—primarily, a collec K' repared and the 
hese charts have been very care 1 y’ to engineers

bo°k as a whole “intended to be of assi •lv;ng wet or 
and students when making calcu a10 . ;on without dif- 
uperheated steam,” should fulfil 1 s <<pundamental 

An introduction dealing wirn ^ ma;n theo- 
Erincipies” forms a brief explanabon engineer. The 

•cal points to be dealt with by themselves an
section deals with the steam charts ^ shouid 

xPlains how they were prepared a
he used.
. Pollowing this is a
0 make barometer corrections.

forth how
corrections tosettingshort chapter

There are

be made for temperature, altitude, gravity and capillarity. 
Even the expansion and contraction of the scale must be 
taken into account, if a full length brass scale be used. 
Next come the charts themselves, of which there are nine. 
These are plotted to a very convenient scale and are ex
ceptionally clear.

On the ordinates is given the total heat of the steam 
in B.t.u. per lb., while the abscissae show the specific 
volume in cu. ft. per lb. Lines of constant pressure are 
plotted, as also are those of constant superheat. Lines 
of constant entropy and of constant quality are shown.

To simplify the using of the charts an index chart is 
given at the beginning of this section from which the 
range of the main charts can be readily seen and the 
correct chart thus easily chosen. In range the complete 
set of charts are amply sufficient to cover present practice.

The conclusion of the book proper consists of a 
siderable number of problems involving the use of the 
various charts and tables given, while the closing pages 
contain an index.

It is evident that a good deal of care has been spent 
in the preparation of this book in order to present the in
formation in as useful a form as possible and the author 
may be congratulated on the result. To quote a couple 
of the problems will perhaps indicate better than anything
else the purpose of the book.

“Find the total heat, volume, entropy, temperature, 
and heat of the liquid of a pound of steam having an 

of 180 lbs. per sq. in. and a quality

con-

absolute pressure
°f 9 AH the items here asked for can be ascertained di

reference to Plate i b. • ,
turbine at the Fiske Street station ofrectly by

“The Parsons
the Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, has an exhaust 
opening to the condenser of 252 sq. ft. If the water rate 
for a back pressure of r inch of mercury and a load of 
2r,ooo kw. is 11.65 lbs. per kw. hour, find the velocity, 
through this opening, assuming the steam has a quality
of 80%. ”

From Plate 6 b the specific volume of exhaust steam 
the conditions stated is found and the velocity in 
min. is calculated directly by dividing the volume 

of the exhaust opening.
under, 
ft. per 
of steam by the area

lished by the Society.
This year the Year-Book includes the standard speci

fications adopted by the Society for steel, wrought-iron 
ohr iron, cast iron and finished castings ; lime cement and 
rlav products; preservative coatings; road materials; 
timber and miscellaneous. Tentative specifications are 
•en for coal drawn steel, quicklime and hydrated lime. 

Another section of the book is devoted to selected specifi- 
„tinn, from miscellaneous sources, chiefly American 
Railway Engineering Association; United States Steel SS, Co", and the Association of Am.». Steel 
Manufacturers. There ,s a special classification included 

standard specifications applicable to locomotives. The 
volume closes with a valuable index of standard
specifications.
Percentage Trigonometry. By John Coleman Fergusson, 

M I.C.E. Published by Longmans, Green & Co., 
London. First edition, 1914. 155 pp. ; 60 illustra
tions; size 6x9 in.; cloth. Price $1.25 net.

The author has in print a large volume entitled “Fer- 
sson’s Percentage Unit of Angular Measurement,” 

which comes at a comparatively high price. Owing to 
this the present work has been published with a view to
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the writer might be accused by many engineers of being 
biased in his calculations, and in parts the mathematical 
deductions appear to be derived from doubtful, or at leas 
empirical, presumptions. The various problems are very 
well treated from a mathematical standpoint, however, 
and the whole book is well worth reading by engineers, 
especially as it is being sold at a very low price, consider
ing its excellent typography and fine quality of pap«b 
although readers will possibly be inclined not to accep 
some of the deductions without personal investigation or 
the confirmation of past experiences.

Altogether the book is certainly an important 
will probably involve as. much discussion and argumen

other book published this

one and

in engineering circles as any .
year. After discu sing the physical and chemical pr 
perties of cast iro , wrought iron and steel pipes, an 
giving figures regarding their strength and elasticity, th 
author calculates the resistance of pipes to bursting, tne 
thickness and strength of pipes, the flow of water an 
conditions affecting same, interior and exterior corrosion 
and influences affecting same, electrolysis, etc. Un

obvious effort to extol the 
value thatimpression is that there is an 

merits of cast iron pipe and to depreciate any 
might be attached to steel pipe. This is carried to a 
extent that may have an unfortunate influence upon 
standing of the book as an independent treatise. Neve - 
theless, the arguments set forth are of great importance, 
and it is worth while for every municipal, waterworK

read the book and then formand gasworks engineer to 
his own opinions.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
Department of Agriculture, Alberta.-Annual report for 

1913 ; 260 pp. ; 6 x 9 in.
The Lincoln Highway.—

the scenic features associated with the scheme.
Poles and Cross Ties.—Canadian production in 19U’ 

Lewis, Forestry Branch, Department of the

Several pamphlets descriptive of

compiled by R. G. 
interior.

Weights and Measures.—Bulletin No. 7, issued by Kansas 
City Testing Laboratory, containing definitions and tables 0
equivalents.

Preservation of Ties, Poles 
Treatment—Reprint of the paper read 
Electric Railway Association by W. F. Goltra.

Plantation and Synthetic—Reprint of an 
Monthly, by Dr. J°hD

and Timbers by Antiseptic
before the Centra

Rubber: Wild,
article from the Popular Science 
Waddell, School of Mining, Queen’s University.

Pulpwood.—A report on the pulpwood manufactured 1® 
Canada in 1913. Also on exports and imports. Compiled 
R. G. Lewis for the Forestry Branch, Department of the 
terior.

Production of Explosives in United States, 1913. A *5
bulletin, compiled by A. H. Fay, United States Burea 

classifying explosives and listing United States Pr
page 
of Mines,
duction. j

Ventilation of Farm Buildings.—Bulletin No. 78, iss« 
by Department of Agriculture, describing the Rutherfo 
system of ventilation, in operation on all its experimen 
farms and stations.

Prevention of Accidents from Explosives in
Ing__Circular 19, United States Bureau of Mines, prepared
Ed. Higgins, describing dynamite ; method of handling e 
plosives ; thawing, and blasting by electricity. j

Nova Scotia.—By W. Malcolm, GeolofP0^ 
of Mines, Canada. Issued ®

Metal lW'n'

Cold Fields of
Survey Branch, Department

A

provide at a low figure a book descriptive of the method 
of using the percentage unit in plane trigonometry. It 
written especially for students and navigatoi s. # 
siderable portion of the book is taken up by a description 
of how to use Fergusson’s Percentage Compass.

Calculus for Engineers. By E. S. Andrews, B.Sc., 
and H. B. Heywood, D.Sc. Published by Scott,

First edition, 1911.
The

Greenwood ■ & Son, London.
illustrations ; size 4 x 7 m- ; cloth.284 pp. ; 102 

Price $1.25 postpaid.
This little work is published as Volume 8 of what is 

Broadway Series of Engineering Hand- 
of a working knowledge of theknown as The

calculus ?noTgeraaCsubject for controversy among en

gineers. The result has been the publication of many 
text books, more or less modified from standard courses, 
and prepared in conformity with engineering subjects, 
this work, however, the writers endeavor to treat en 
gineering calculus as a subject by itself, and the studen 
will readily appreciate the value of this method when he
undertakes to peruse its contents. .

The text is supplemented with a number of exercises 
to test the student’s knowledge of the various sections 
as he goes along. Many examples are specmüy designee 
as problems of particular interest to civil, constructional, 
mechanical, or electrical engineers as the case_ may-be.. 
Further, the authors have arranged the work in such a 
way that students may deal systematically with the entire 
book, or may devote their attention to a shortened course, 
carefully selected.
Surveying Manual. By Howard Chapin Iv^> Prof®s?or°f 

Railroad Engineering, Worcester olytechnic In
stitute. Published by John Wiley & Cons, New 
York London ; Canadian selling agents, Renou 
Publishing Co., Montreal. First edition,. 191* J96 
pp.; size 4^x6^ in. ; illustrated ; flexible leather
binding.

This manual has been written for first-year students 
in surveying, with particular adaptation to the needs of 
mechanical, electrical and chemical engineers, and stu
dents in architecture and agriculture. It describes, wit
illustrations, each instrument, separate chapters being
devoted to the chain and tape, the level, theJ^mpass, 11 *
transit, and another chapter to the aneroid barometer and£ üsrfflïr 9*
abo,. chapters, under the • l’a.i-

Theresurveying ; railroad curves
tude ■ longitude and azimuth ; and large surveys.Ss also a chapter descriptive of the U.S. method of laying 
out public land. A distinctive feature of the “ 
that the chapters are divided into sections, each outhmng 
and solving a complete problem. These are replete w 
sample field notes and carefully explained methods and

suggestions. f
The information is supplemented by 100 pag- 

surveying tables, such as are required for ordinary work.

Cast Iron and Steel Pipes : Some Considerations Regard
ing. By John Sharp, M.I.Mech.E. Published by 
Longmans, Green & Co., London, Eng. 142 PP-’ 
with diagrams ; size 6x9^ in. ; cloth bound, first 
edition. Price $1.25 net.

Probably in no previous publication has there been 
presented such scientifically compiled data regarding cas 
iron and steel pipes. The mathematics in wh.ch the book 
abounds is handsomely presented, and arranged for the 
most part, quite logically. In some instances, however,
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CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
leaflet publishedSteam-Jet Air Compressors.—A 4-Pa£e

by Meldrums, Limited, Manchester, England.
Mine Hoist Equipment.-A 32-page bulletin issued by 

Canadian General Electric Company, well illustrated.
Exide Batteries.—A 24-page catalogue listing > 1 

batteries for automobiles starting and lighting service.
Portable Voit Meter.-A leaflet issued by the Canadian 

Ceneral Electric Company describing type P- Por 
meter.

Electrifications. Twenty-four pages 
Manufacturing Co., de-Steam Railroad

lssued by Westinghouse Electric and
bribing various electrifications in the Unite f j

leaflet describing an im 
acids, etc.Steam-Jet Elevators.—A 4-page 

Proved design for lifting and forcing water’
Issued by Meldrums, Limited, Manchester 'ng aI\ , ib„

Ice Harvesting.—A ,6-=»«
and the bond c„„ Had,on,'ng the basin saw

natural ice plants. Issued byfor
N.Y.

Modern Electric Railway ^^^‘“''canadÏn'General
Ustrated 30-page booklet issued by ‘

E,ectric Co., describing railway power appara
ta"ations. —A Westinghouse

Direct Current Sub-Station Equipment. rotary con.
uHetin descriptive of high voltage genera ’ potable 

Ve_rters and motor generators, as installed on

and in-

milway systems.
Portable Railway Plants.—A 68-page 

msued bv Robert Hudson, Limited, Gilders 
-eeds, Eng., describing light locomotive.,

Pitches, turntables, contractor’s plant, etc. interesting
Vertical Cas Engines—Twenty-two pag ^ forced

ormation descriptive of Browett-Lm e\ d powers.
r'eation, gas engines of various sizes, spe Jand_

sued bv Browett-Lindley & Co., Mane e , circulated by 
Peed Water Problems.—A 20-page ea e rejUcing

anadian Allis-Chalmers, Limited, Toron fged water.
yer room costs bv heating and softening 0f water
Tt/scribes the Sorge-Cochrane hot process syste
s°ftening.

illustrated catalogue 
Foundry, 

trucks»

WANTED.BACK COPIES
------- ^ ^ €<ich of the

f Refluests have been received for a rnp?—November 
ml lo win g issues of The Canadian ***•"'". As our 

’ I9n ; December yth, ign: and Jum 1 ^ giaj to ex-
tend'f °f these has been exhausted, we ^ who will

f°r one month the subscription of an.
SuPplv ns with anv one of them.

memoir No. 20 E., 330 pp. ; illustrated ; 6 x 9 in. The report 
general and economic geology, of the 

various deposits, and statistics of production.
Commission oif Conservation, Canada, 1914. Fifth annua 

report, containing proceedings of annual meeting, January, 
*914, in which is included summary statements of the wor 
done under the several committees of the Commission during 
the year ending March 31st, 1914- 286 pp. ; illustrated ; 6x9
m. ; cloth binding.

Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1914.—23rd annual report con
taining statistical review, mine production, mining acci ents 
and reports from the Pre-Cambrian rocks north of Lake 
Huron, the chemical composition of natural gas found in n 
tario, and the Kirkland Lake and Swastika gold areas, 34° 
pP- ; 6 x g in. ; illustrated.

includes a summary,

tiiiiimiiiiiimiMmimiimMiiiMiMiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Coast to Coast
iiiniimiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Point Grey, B.C.—Plans have been sent to Ottawa for ap
proval for a proposed wharf on the north arm of the Fraser 
River at Eburne.

Quebec, Que.—The reconstruction of the Dorchester 
bridge will be completed in a few weeks, according to the 
J. M. Gignac Co., Limited, contractors.

Toronto, Ont.—The temporary trackage now being laid 
Bloor Street West from Dundas Street will be completed 

within a few weeks. The city has decided to operate this new 
line as a civic car line.

Sarnia, Ont.—The harbor has been dredged to a depth 
of 22 ft., and survey work by the engineers of the Department 
of Public Works, will be continued preliminary to construc
tion work that will likely be completed next season.

Cobalt, Ont.—The lowering of the water in Cobalt Lake 
has progressed to such an extent that by the end of the month 
the water line will be over 6 ft. below normal. Practically all 
work in connection with the outlet has been completed.

B.C.—The completion in this city of a new

on

Vancouver,
pier and warehouses by the C.P.R., at a cost of $750,000, is 
one of the steps that are being taken in anticipation of the 
business expected with the commercial opening of the Panama
Canal.

Toronto, Ont.—A memorial highway, 535 miles in length, 
extending from Windsor to Montreal, is the subject of con
siderable discussion. It is estimated to cost $3,000,000. Mr.

McLean, provincial highways engineer, suggests a 
ft. in width, and estimates the cost at ap-

W. A.
permanent base 9 
proximatelv $8,000 per mile.

Bruce Mines, Ont.—Work may be started in January on 
miles extension from Bruce Mines northerly, a contract

having been let to the Ontario Northern Construction Co., on 
.-/percentage basis. The maximum grade north will be 1 per

The heaviest curve will be 6 decent., and south .6 per cent.
It is expected that about 50 miles of the line will begrees

completed early next fall.
Penticton, B.C.—The Kettle Valley Railway has beei 

linked up between here and Midway and construction work is 
well advanced towards Princeton, where the line will join the 
y V Sr -E., and use a joint section to Otter Summit, where 

is made with the Nicola branch of the C.P.R.
well advanced on the Kettle Valley

connection
Construction work is ...... , .t,

the line linking the new Hope Mountain route with 
the north side of the Fraser. Grading has also 

the Hope-Coquahalla Summit section of

now
bridge on
the C.P.R- °n
been completed on

Mountain route, and it is anticipated that the newthe Hope
line will be ready for traffic to the coast next summer.

Ont.—The announcement that the Hydro- 
Electric Power Commission of Ontario is making a survey of 
the route of the Ontario West Shore Railway between Kin
cardine and Goderich, recalls to mind the noted case of the 

engineer and capitalist, John W. Moves, who has 
to the present, the arm of the law,

Toronto

would-be
managed to escape, ”P

of municipalities in the counties of Huron and 
multitude of worthless bonds.

while a score
paying interest on a

of the Commission went out last week to ap-
Bruce are
The engineers .

the line and to make an estimate of the material on
hand It is understood that they will report upon the 
eligibility of the route with a view to incorporating it in the 

incial radial scheme. It will be remembered that a little 
had been done before the windup of the ill-fated

prov 
grading 
scheme.
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assistant general manager, becoming vice-president and 

He held this position till 1903, an 
directors of

was
general manager in 1900.
has since been vice-president and one of the

McNicoll is also president of the si- 
director of the

PERSONAL.

H. THOMPSON has been appointed electrical inspector 
for Belleville, Ont.

JOHNSTON has been appointed assistant engi
neer on the Toronto-Hamilton highway.

G. J. SMITH, of St. Catharines, has been chosen by the 
Hydro-Electric Power Commission as electrical inspector for 
that city and district.

J. M. WILSON, formerly assistant resident engineer at 
for the Department of Public Works, succeeds Mr.

Mr.the company.
John Bridge and Railway Company, and a 
Molsons Bank.CHAS.

OBITUARY.
of the Northern Development Branch 

North Bay, Ont., 
and for the

Mr. J. S. Ferguson,
of the Ontario Service, died suddenly at 
last week. Mr. Ferguson was 50 years of age,

had been associated with Mr. J. S. Whits

Toronto
J. G. Sing as resident engineer.

A. W. ELLSON FAWKES, until recently waterworks engi- 
for the city of Calgary, has opened an office and will 

general engineering practice in that city. His

past three years 
on road construction in Northern Ontario.

The death has been announced of Hon. Wm. Templeman, 
former minister of mines and of inland revenue for the D 

Mr. Templeman was also a member o

neer
carry on a 
address is Burns’ Building.

W. E. BRADSHAW, of the Dominion Bridge Co., lectured 
the Engineering Society of the University of New Brunswick 

the design and construction of the new bridge over the 
Reversible Falls at St. John.

J. G. SING, for many years resident engineer in Toronto 
for the Department of Public Works, Canada, has resigned, 
and will continue his practice of consulting engineer. He 
will also retain his position as consulting engineer to the

minion Government, 
the Royal Conservation Commission in 1909.

on

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF 
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Mr. William Pearce, M. Can. Soc. C.E., executive assist- 
Department of Natural Resources, C.P.R., gave 

very interesting address before the members of the Calga 
branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, on FriffiY 
evening, the 6th instant. The speaker made a trip aro ^ 
the world about two years ago, and made a special study 
irrigation and forestry, in foreign countries. On, *r 
evening he chose as his subject “Irrigation m Egypt, and 
a very interesting manner, described the various irrig 
and other engineering works there. His numerous obse 
tions on the habits and manners of the people, the vario 
means of transport, etc., were also very interesting. _

The annual meeting of the Branch and the election 
officers for the ensuing year will be held on Saturday, 
cember 5th.

CALGARY BRANCH

Toronto Harbor Board.
ARTHUR SURVEYER, Consulting Engineer, Montreal, 

read a paper before the Electrical Section of the Canadian
the 19th inst., entitled “Malt-

ant,

Society of Civil Engineers 
ing our Water Powers Valuable.” The paper is extracted

on

elsewhere in this issue.
ROBERT W. ANGUS, Professor of Mechanical Engineer

ing in the University of Toronto, and consulting engineer 
to the city on the Victoria Park water proposal, addressed 
the Royal Canadian Institute last week. He traced the city’s 
campaign for a better water supply, and described in detail 
the Victoria Park proposal.

SIR ADAM BECK, chairman of the Hydro-Electric Power 
Commission of Ontario, gave an illustrated address to the 
members and friends of the University of Toronto Engineer
ing Society on November 18th. The subject was a general 
review of the work of the Commission with particular atten
tion to the hydro-electric developments at Wasdell’s Falls 
and Eugenia Palls, Ont. Mr. F. A. Gaby, chief engineer of 
the Commission, addressed the Society on the technical

of

COMING MEETINGS.
ANNUAL MEETING, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ME 

CHANICAL ENGINEERS.-The annual meeting of 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers will be held 
New York, December 1st to 4th, 1914. Secretary, Calvin 
Rice, 39 West 39th Street. New York. „„..TTnN- 

AMERICAN ROAD BUILDERS ASSOCIATION- 
Eleventh Annual Convention ; fifth American Good 
Congress, and 6th Annual Exhibition of Machinery and» 
terials. International Amphitheatre, Chicago, I -, 
her 14th to 18th, 1914. Secretary, E. L. Powers, 150 Nas
Street. New York, N.Y.

CANADIAN NATIONAL CLAY PRODUCTS 
TION.—Annual Convention to be held at the King 
Hotel in Toronto, January 26, 27, and 28, 1915- 
C. Keith, 32 Colborne Street, Toronto. , io

EIGHTH CHICAGO CEMENT SHOW.-To be held 
, Chicago, 111., from February 10th to n 

Exhibition Co., J. P. Beck, Gene

_Tbe
May

Street-

features of these developments.
GEORGE J. BURY has been appointed vice-president of 

the C.P.R. to succeed Mr. David McNicoll, resigned. Mr. 
Bury is a Montreal man, 48 years of age. He joined the 
C.P.R. as a clerk in 1883, and has since filled the following 
positions :—Assistant superintendent in charge of division, 
Chalk River to Cartier and the Soo ; superintendent at Fort

assistantsuperintendent at Cranbrook, B.C. ;William ;
general superintendent Lake Superior division ; general super
intendent of that division ; general superintendent of the west- 

division, with headquarters at Winnipeg ; vice-president 
and manager of western lines (1907), and vice-president

ASSOCIA' 
Edward 

Secretary, G'
era

(1911).
DAVID McNICOLL, who has recently resigned the vice

presidency of the C.P.R., owing to ill-health, will remain on 
the board of directors of the company, 
born in Scotland in 1852. He entered the service of the North 
British Railway in 1866, and went to the Midland in 1873. He 

to Canada shortly after and in 1874 became a chief clerk 
for the Toronto, Grey and Bruce. He was general passenger 
agent, 1882-3; from 1883-9 was general passenger agent of 

division of the C.P.R., then till 1896 general 
of rail and steamship lines of the C.P.R-

the Coliseum
Cement Products1915-

Manager, 208 La Salle Street, Chicago. ...
AMERICAN WATERWORKS ASSOCIATION. 

35th annual convention, to be held in Cincinnati, O io_- 
,oth to 14th, 1915. Secretary, J. M. Diven, 47 State

Mr. McNicoll was

came
Troy, N.Y.

SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF 
ING EDUCATION.—Annual meeting to be held at 
State College, Ames, Iowa, June 22nd to 25th, 1915-

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburg".

ENGINEER' 
the l°'vil 

Seer®'the eastern 
passenger agent 
Later he became passenger traffic manager, and in t899-t900

Pa
tary, F. L. Bishop,

,1


